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INTRODUCTION 

The analysis embodied in this thesis was undertaken 

as an attempt to weigh the accuracy of a critical generali¬ 

zation. As the scholarship reviewed in the first chapter 

indicates, post-Restoration critics of the English drama, 

in seeking causes for the decline of the comedy of manners, 

have suggested frequently that a change in the social rela¬ 

tionships dominating the theater brought about a corres¬ 

ponding change in the tone and function of comedyv The 

playhouses during the age of Dryden and Congreve were the 

private arenas of the gentry and aristooraoy; their hold on 

the theater apparently diminished after the Revolution of 

1688; it follows that a nev/ group, the "middle" class, had 

come to the theater and gradually forced the playwrights to 

reflect its tastes. Thus the Collier controversy and the rise 

of "sentimental" comedy have been seen as manifestations of 

the increasing influence of a social group that had been 

conspicuously absent from the theater in the years immediate¬ 

ly after 1660. Other than pointing to "the rise of the mid¬ 

dle class" as the cause of these changes, historians of the 

drama have rarely provided positive evidence of a correlation 

between social structure and dramatic evolution. 

Part of the difficulty arises from the nature of the 

materials available for study. There is no way to tell exact¬ 

ly which members of the community came to the theater nor in 
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what numbers they came. Even if this information were.known, 

to prove that representatives of a particular social group 

were predominantly influential in the conception of plays, 

it would be necessary to establish a connection between play¬ 

wrights and audience which in the nature of the thing is im¬ 

possible. The only alternative is a study of the plays them¬ 

selves within their own dramatic and historical context. 

Thus to show that oomedy of the early eighteenth century 

gradually came round to the side of the merchant class, an 

alteration of social relationships in the comedy of the period 

must be illustrated. This critical technique Is used by 

Professor John Loftls in Comedy and' Society from Congreve to 

Fielding (1959) to show how the comedy of the Restoration 

tradition dominated by the social assumptions of the gentry 

is modified to suit the tastes of the merchant class newly 

risen to prominence in the society of the time. By qualifying 

and giving substance to the conventional generalization about 

the influence of the "middle11 class, Professor Loftis estab¬ 

lished the guldeposts for subsequent students of the class 

relationships in comedy. Because of the limitations of his 

approach, however, he could not consider how the changed so¬ 

cial attitudes were reflected in the characterization of mer¬ 

chants and tradesmen in the plays. This thesis represents, 

therefore, both a complement to, and an extension of, his pio¬ 

neering work. By extracting from other literary forms of the 

period the ethical principles known to have been commended 

by the mercantile community, I have been able to formulate 
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a standard of conduct with which the characterizations in 

the plays may he compared. In this way I have sought to 

give perspective and depth to our understanding of the 

change in comedy which occurred in the early eighteenth 

century. 

At this point a note about dates is in order. The year 

following the title of the play in the text is the date, of 

first performance according to Allardyce Nicoll's History 

of English Drama. 1660-1900. I have folloxfed the calendar 

of the early eighteenth century except that the year is made 

to begin on January 1. 

For their assistance in the completion of this study, 

I wish to thank my adviser, Dr. Alan Dugald McKillop, whose 

understanding of the problems involved has been consistently 

gratifying; and Mr. Richard Perrine, reference assistant of 

the Fondren Library in charge of interlibrary ioans, whose 

assiduous processing of my requests was most helpful. 



Chapter I 

THE PROBLEM DEFINED: THE "MIDDLE'1 CLASS 

IN POST-RESTORATION CRITICISM 

The purpose of this study is to determine to what 

extent the change in English comedy which oocurred around 

the turn of the eighteenth century is reflected in a changed 

attitude of the comic playwrights toward the economic ideals 

of the mercantile community. Critics of the English drama 

have never doubted that a distinct alteration in tone and 

method took plaoe, but they have been less certain about its 

causes. The reason cited most frequently is the moral re¬ 

action to the licentiousness of the Restoration drama which 

began in earnest with the publication of Jeremy Collier's 

Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness of the English 

Stage in 1698. There has been a pronounced tendency among 

scholars to assign the impetus for the reform movement to 

the "rise of the middle classes," with the implication that 

this group in the community appeared in increasing numbers 

in the audience for comedy, and by supplanting the aristocracy 

as patrons of the drama forced the playwrights to conform 

their work to the moral, social, and aesthetic dictates of 

the new group. Commentators on Restoration and early eight¬ 

eenth oentury comedy have acknowledged this tendenoy in vary¬ 

ing degrees, but until very recently none was able to show 

by specific examples how the mercantile community affected 
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comedy and what changes in attitude were actually brought 

about. Before proceeding to a study of various aspects of 

the problem as they appear in the plays and other litera¬ 

ture of the period, it will be necessary first to clarify 

some of the termsWhich will be used in the discussion, 

and then to review the pertinent scholarship and criticism. 

At the outset it is obvious that the omnibus phrase 

"middle" class is Incapable of precise definition. Modern 

sociologists expend much effort in trying to set up workable 

criteria that can be used to define its limits and its quali¬ 

fications for membership.^ Two factors dictate against its 

use in this study. One is that modern usage almost invaria ¬ 

bly Implies a value judgment in the attempt to rank social 

groups. Another is tihat nineteenth and twentieth century 

conceptions of classes do not appear in earlier English 

literature.2 What does appear is a group whose principal 

interest is the accumulation of capital by active partici¬ 

pation in trade. Within this group two divisions may be 

recognized: the merchant, usually a wholesaler, dealing in 

goods manufactured or produced by others and engaged pri- 
I 

marily in foreign trade, and the tradesman, usually a retail¬ 

er, who is engaged in local business on a small scale and | 
may often own the means of production. According to the 

Hew English Dictionary the distinction between merchant and 
| 

tradesman was recognized as early as 1601 though an aware¬ 

ness in drama of the difference is not apparent until after | 
1700. It is significant that Daniel Defoe, writing in 1726, 

is at pains to distinguish between merchants, who are "none 



but such as carry on foreign correspondences, importing 

the goods and growth of other countries, and exporting the 

growth and manufacture of England to other countries; or, 

to use a vulgar expression, such as trade beyond sea,"3 

and tradesmen, who comprise "all sorts of warehousekeepers, 

shopkeepers, whether wholesale dealers, or retailers of 

goods," engaged in the inland trade.^ Defoe goes even fur¬ 

ther to say that "those who make the goods they sell are 

not called tradesmen, but handicrafts. . . fBoth mer¬ 

chant and tradesman, however, had in common the pursuit 

of commercial interests and in this study the terms will 

be considered synonomous when matters common to both groups 

are being discussed. 
(I) 

For a long time after 1?00 crltios of Restoration 

comedy assumed the point of view of Collier and the earlier 

reformers in judging the canon on moral grounds. The'attempts 

of writers like Steele, Addison, and Defoe to reform, the 

stage during the first decades of the eighteenth oentury are 

well known. One of the basic tenets in the thought of Sir 

Richard Steele is the equivalence of aesthetic and ethical 

principles which appears in a tendency to equate the pleasur¬ 

able with the virtuous. Hence in an early number of The 

Tatler. he speaks of Ravenscroft*s The London Cuckolds as 

"that heap of vice and absurdity," and wonders how the 

players, who are men of reason, could act in the piece with¬ 

out shame.^ His desire for reform of the stage and the ethi¬ 

cal bent of his criticism Is apparent at the end of the same 
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essay when he has Eugenio recommend "the apt use of a 

theatre as the most agreeable and easy method of making a 

polite and moral gentry, which would end in rendering the 

rest of the people regular in their behaviour, and ambi¬ 

tious of laudable undertakings.This consistently moral 

approach to the drama continued in The Spectator, a period¬ 

ical whose basic purpose, according to Addison, was "to 

enliven morality with wit, and to temper wit with morality" 

so ate to lead its readers away from the "desperate state of 

vice and folly into which the age is fallen."® The degree 

to which Addison and Steele, in applying moral strictures to 

the conduct of the stage, spoke for the trading classes 

can never be known precisely, but there ia evidence that 

after 1710, when they began openly to espouse the Whig cause, 

their interests became identified with those of tiie merchants.^ 

Regardless of their later political allegianoea, neither wai¬ 

ter saw the change in comedy as the result of the pressure 

of a particular social group. 

A similar critical attitude is manifest in the works ' 

of Samuel Johnson. In his Life of Congreve, for example, 

Dr. Johnson says* 

The cause of Congreve was not tenablej what¬ 
ever glosses he might use for the defense or 
palliation of single passages* the general te- 
nour and tendency of his plays must always be 
condemned* It is acknowledged* with universal 
conviction* that the perusal of his works will 
make no man betterj and that their ultimate effect 
is to represent pleasure in alliance with vice, 
and to relax those obligations by which life 
ought to be regulated. -1*0 

As to the motives of Collier, he recognizes the moral 
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purpose and Judges the consequences of the attack on the 

stage by saying, "the wise and the pious caught the alarm; 

and the nation wondered why it had so long suffered reli¬ 

gion and licentiousness to be openly taught at the publick 
11 charge." But in a manner similar to that of Addison and 

Steele, Dr. Johnson does not state who the "wise and pious" 

are, nor does he qualify his use of "the nation." Like the 

playwrights'who opposed the reformers, he associates Collier 

with earlier Puritans who "considered (the stage) as an 

entertainment not lawful to Christians, an opinion held by 

•them in common with the Church of Rome," but he does not 

establish a connection between the Puritans and men of trade, 

nor does he see the reaction to Restoration comedy as the 

expression of a particular social class. 

The nineteenth century saw some significant changes 

in the critical attitude toward Restoration comedy, but no 

attempt to traoe the causes of its decline to an altered 

social outlook of the dramatists. In his "Lectures on the 

English Comic Writers," William Hazlitt dates the decline 

of English comedy from the time of Farquhar.^ "For this 

several causes might be assigned in the political and moral 

changes of the times; but among other minor ones, Jeremy 

Collier." Hazlitt carries his analyses of causes no fur¬ 

ther here. Later, in Lecture VIII "On the Comic Writers 

of the Last Century," he probes a bit deeper by saying that 

"with the graver and more businesslike turn which the Revol¬ 

ution probably gave to our minds, comedy stooped from her 

bolder and more fantastic flights."^' Collier’s attack 
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"nearly frightened those unwarranted liberties of wit and 

humour from the stage, which were no longer countenanced 

at court nor copied in the city.By acknowledging the 

influence of both court and city and by hinting that the 

latter may have become dominant, Hazlltt set up the bases <-> 
t'.:' 

for the generalization about the increased importance to 

the theater of the business world which was to be repeated 

by many subsequent critics. Later on in the century, Tho¬ 

mas Babington Macaulay, who derided Restoration comedy for 

its grossness and profligacy, attributed its demise to 

Collier, "a great reformer" whom "we can never mention 

without respect, and to the fact that "the nation had 

now nearly recovered from the demoralizing effect of the 

Puritan austerity. Moreover, the changed complexion 

of the court no longer favored licentiousness. Like Dr. 

Johnson, Macaulay ascribes the reform movement to a moral 

reaction in the "nation" but does not distinguish particular 

groups within the body politic. 

The observations of Charles Lamb about Restoration 

comedy may be said to mark the beginning of aesthetic crit¬ 

icism, that is, an approach which concentrates on the artis- 
»V°. 

tic and dramatic qualities of the plays themselves without 

extended reference to the environment in which they were 

produced. In this respect, Lamb’s position is perhaps the 

most extreme of all; to deny the validity of moral judgments, 

he declares that the comedy must be Judged in a state apart 

from its milieu, a "Utopia of gallantry" in whioh the ordln- 
1 Q 

ary criteria of society do not apply. Heedless to say, 
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such a conception takes no account of historical changes. 

In his edition of the Restoration playwrights published In 

1840, Leigh Hunt commends the position of both Hazlitt and 

Lamb, attempts to Justify the merits of the comedy for his 

own age, but like them does not speculate about its altered 

nature after 1700.^ In an essay published later in the 

same century, George Meredith disparages all the "so-called 

Oomedy of Manners" except The Way of the World and is concerned 

neither with what brought its end nor with the comedy which 

carae into vogue in the next century.20 

The aesthetic approach advocated by Lamb is the first 

of a series Of studies which must be distinguished from 

those whose emphasis is primarily historical. Such orlti- 

clsm tends to isolate the comedy of the Restoration and 

Judge it upon its intrinsic merits. Though the discussion 

necessarily Involves the social context, It is the society 

within the plays rather than conditions in the audience and 

outside the theater which receives emphasis. Within this 

category are the books of John Palmer*2'*’ Sonamy Dobr&e,22 

Thomas H. Fujimara,23 and several shorter studies.2^ The 

twentieth century has also seen a tendency to Judge Res¬ 

toration comedy as the manifestation of dramatic tendencies 

of an earlier time, which culminated after l66o. In this 

group are The Social Mode of Restoration Comedy by Kathleen 

M. Lynoh2^ and the study of the comedy in English Restoration 

Drama by Martin Ellehauge.2® Other studies have been made of 

specific themes,2? character types,2® stagecraft,2^ and other 

than literary sources.^0 Although often illuminating for 
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the student of Restoration comedy, these studies must be 

oonsidered irrelevant to the present one because they are 

seldom even incidentally concerned with the causes of the 

change in comedy. The few exceptions to this rule will be 

taken into account la,ter. 

In contrast to the plays of the Restoration period, the 

comedy of the early eighteenth century has received, some 

would say deservedly, only cursory notice from modern cri¬ 

tics. Of the two book length studies, one, by Frederick 

S. Boas,33- consists of plot summaries and short biographies 

of the playwrights; the other, by F. W. Bateson,32 analyzes 

the plays In a manner similar to Dobrfee’s in his Restoration 

Comedy. Insofar as he Is concerned with conditions out¬ 

side the theater, Bateson attributes the change in oomedy 

to the altered social outlook of the eighteenth century; 

its "dlsoovery, or rediscovery, of what can only be called 

the social sense, which he defines as a heightened aware¬ 

ness of the claims of society and of abstract Ideals on the 

Individual.^ He believes this changed outlook gave rise to 

"the disturbing spirit which we now call 1 sentiment allsm*," 

and the replacement of the calloused and carefree world of 

the oomedy of manners with a sane and sober oomedy conscious 

of Its responsibilities toward society.35 Bateson does not 

a,soribe the new humanita.ria.nlsm to any particular social 

group nor does he consider the attltoide of the playwrights 

toward the mercantile community. 

In recent years several scholars who grant the decline 

of Restoration oomedy have made repeated attempts to define 
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the literary and dramatic? qualities of the "new” comedy of 

the early eighteenth century and to find in political* 

social, and economic changes the causes for its appearance. 

These studies may be categprized according to their speci¬ 

fic interests in either the bourgeois drama, “sentimental" 

or "exemplary" comedy, or in the general history of the drama. 

Of the first instance the study by Fred 0. Nolte la the only 

one exclusively concerned with this genre.^ Since his study 

is international in scope embracing the drama of England, 

France, and Germany, Mr. Nolte is necessarily brief in his 

discussion of the specific conditions in the English theater 

which gave rise to the new form. Using the principle that 

the "middle class" drama "was characterised by its reaction 

against the immorality of Restoration comedy," he cites the 

conclusions of Ernest Bernbaum to show that it saw first 

light in Cibber*s Love's Last Shift (1696), gained impetus 

from Collier's attaok on the stage, widespread promotion 

and justification from Steele in The Tatler. Steele and 

Addison in The Spectator, and from Steele's play, The 

Conscious Lovers (1722), and reached its first full cul¬ 

mination in the eminently bourgeois atmosphere of George 

Llllo's The London Merchant (1731The argument rests 

on the equation of moralizing with the attitudes of an 

amorphous social group and, except for the three plays 

noted, it makes no attempt to trace in the drama the devel¬ 

opment of a bias in favor of a particular group. In regard 

to the impulses which brought about the new form, Mr. Nolte 

finds that "both the bourgeois and the romantic tendencies 
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of the eighteenth century were a protest against the con¬ 

fines of psuedo-claosiclsm, against the dogma that insisted 

on the domination of a universal norm and a fixed conven- . 

tion."3® The Enlightenment was moreover “a cosmopolitan 

movement, governed by practical oonsidera.tione, didactically 

and moralistically rather than aesthetically inclined, and 

popular - at times, frankly utilitarian - in its appeal."39' 

The same tendency to generalise about the morals and the 

influence on the drama of social groups appears in Sir A. 

\‘J. Ward's introduction to his modern edition of The London 

Merchant when he says, "the moral growth and social expansion 

in the life of the English mi&dle-olass, which was closely 

connected with its political advance, In the early Georgian 

period . . . made itself felt in many branches of the nation- 
/LA 

si literature and art,11 biit he does not document the gener¬ 

ality, nor does Bonamy Dobr&e who, in writing of the same 

play, states that "the obvious and almost comprehensive 

reason for the play's success is that here at last the 

newly-risen merchant class, which with its wives and daugh¬ 

ters now largely made up the theatre audience, was directly 

catered for."^ A jitdgment more cautious than those advanced 

by Nolte and Ward, which contradicts that of Dobr&e, is made 

by Allsrdyce Nlcoll. "The whole of sentimentalism and of 

the bourgeois tragedy is, of course, to be associated with 

the rise of the middle classes, but the movement must be 

traced in greater detail if we are to appreciate it aright. 

In appraising the change in composition of the theatrical 

audience, he believes that "it must not be presumed . , . that 
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even In the last portion of this period the atmosphere of 

theatres was middle class rather than aristocratic. ... 

All that can be said Is that the body of spectators was 

larger than It had been, that the middle olasses were 

growing in importance and power, and that the close connec¬ 

tion between Court and theatre was forever shattered. 

Just as the Impulse for the pathetic tragedy has been 

ascribed to the ethics of the trading classes, so has the 

cause for the comic mode which ahose to replace the oomedy 

of the Restoration. The first attempt at determining the 

lnoeption of a change of spirit In comedy was made by Ward 

who called the new genre 11 sentimental comedy" and granted 

Steele the dubious honor of being its originator.^ Ac to 

the reasons for the change, Ward states only that “a social 

reaction in favour of moral restraint and order undoubtedly 

set in," citing as an example the sobriety of Queen Mary’s 

court compared to the "unbridled license" of the reign of 

Charles II. 45 

In the first study devoted wholly to "sentimental com¬ 

edy, " Osborne Waterhouse attributes the changed spirit to a 
I 

"natural reaction" to the conduct of the Restoration stage, 

a tendency within society (no further distinction) to be¬ 

come "more serious, reflective, introspective."^ Fur¬ 

thermore, the Restoration dramatists failed to consider 

"those sections of the nation which eagerly devoured "The 

Pilgrim’s Progress" or floched to the feet of a Barrow, a 

South or a Stlllingfleet.”^7 Mr. Waterhouse found signs of 

a reformation in morals and taste before 1688, a movement 
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which gained Impetus from the more sober views of King 

William and "a majority of the nation.The only refer¬ 

ence to sooial groups differing from the aristocracy which 

predominates in the comedy of manners appears in the defi¬ 

nition of sentimental comedy which requires, among other 

things, that the characters be drawn from the “ordinary 

walks of life,"^9 but the meaning of this phrase is never 

fully explained. 

The definitive study of the genre by Ernest Bernbaum 

is equally vague about the degree to which the new comic 

mode catered to the tastes of the mercantile community.5® 

Professor Bernbaum finds one of the reasons for the success 

of Love* s Last Shift to be that “it exhibited faith in the 

natural Impulses of contemporary middle class people, 

but he does not explain what these "natural impulses" were 

nor how Gibber came to be biased in favor of a particular 

social group, if he was at all. A similar assumption under¬ 

lies the statement that “the mainspring of sentimentalism" 

is "confidence in the goodness of average human nature,"^2 

(my emphasis) and another reference to characters found in 

"the ordinary walks of life."-^ The tendency among scholars 

to generalize about the influence of the trading classes 

appears in the discussion of The London Merchant. "The 

ideals of life that inspired (Llllo) were* to be sure, pene¬ 

trating the nation, high and low, but they seemed peculiar¬ 

ly in aooord with those of the merchant class, while the 

belief that overt moralizing is a business class trait is 

Implied by the claim that when Thorowgood moralized sentl- 
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mentally in the play, "he seemed true to his station in 

life."5-5 

A more concerted attempt to evaluatethe social changes 

behind the altered tone in comedy appears in a study by Jo¬ 

seph Wood Krutch, whose extensive analysis of the change 

demands close attention.Professor Krutch uses the term 

"middle class" in the modern way which implies both des¬ 

cription and evaluation. He equates "Puritan" with "middle 

class"-5'7
 and thus a moral outlook with an entire stratum of 

society.As far as the study of Restoration comedy is 

concerned, "this great body of respectable Englishmen, .who 

were not Interested in belles lettres. does not concern us, 

because the theater . . . was the affair only of the court 

and of the fashionable class."5^ Of the audience for com¬ 

edy during the reigns of Charles II and James IV, "the great 

middle class neither frequented the theater nor was represen¬ 

ted upon the stage, except, perhaps, as an object of ridi- 

6a 
cule." After examining the critical dogmas of the period 

and their relation to the attack on the theater, Professor 

Krutch describes the social revolution of the later seven¬ 

teenth century which "tended to give the middle class a new 

importance in government and hence helped it to a voice in 

literary matters. Books and the theater became less and 

less the affair of the aristocracy; and the middle class, 

which was not only more regular in life but also less capa¬ 

ble of regarding literature Twith moral detachment, made its 

influence felt."^ There is clear implication that the 

middle class was responsible for the increased moral conscious- 



ness. The clash over the conduct of the theater W&G' in one 

aspect a conflict between men of sense like Blackmore and De¬ 

foe who represented the staid, sober ideals of the "middle 

class*" and the men of wit, the Restoration playwrights.^ 

The culmination of "middle class protests against, all glitter 

hot strictly sensible" appears in the plays of Llllo although 

"earlier comedy * . * expressed the ideals of the middle 

class."^3 The literature of the Collier controversy shows 

not only that the middle class objected to the loose morals 

of the stage but also to the theater as, an insidious diver¬ 

sion'Which tempted men away from their labors. The comic 

playwrights tried to counter these objections "by streas- 

64 
ing the more ordinary virtues." During the debate over 

the morality of the stage, the '"middle class*" "because of 

Its predisposition*" supported the reformers* and the success 

of the reform movement was another triumph for this group 

in its "struggle for recognition.Professor Krutch pro¬ 

ceeds to analyze the development of "sentimental" comedy 

by which he illustrates the change in comic manner* but he 

makes no further mention of merchants, tradesmen, or their 

characteristic traits* 

Subsequent studies of sentimental comedy by Stanley T* 

Williams^ and DeWitt C* Croissant^? are not concerned with 

the social bases of the genre* Frederick T* Wood connects 

sentimentalism with the philosophy of Jean Jacques Rousseau 

and its destruction of social barriers to explain the changed 

status of characters in comedy after 1700, but he does not 

examine related changes in society which affected the attitudes 
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of the playwrights. Allardyce Nlcoll found the middle 

classes "Intimately associated" with the development of 

sentimental comedy but the playwrights were not promoting a 

social revolution.In the early eighteenth century most 

of them "contented themselves with purely moral maxims that 

had no reference to political or sooial conditions."68 in 

the genre study conductedby Arthur Sherbo, the relevance 

to dramatic history of the mercantile classes is of little 

6Q 
moment. 7 Many of the plays Mr. Sherbo classifies as senti¬ 

mental have characters drawn from social strata below the 

aristocracy, but he observes that the playwrights followed 

no strict rule in this respect.70 The method of analysis 

in the book excludes iny direct consideration of influences 

outside the plays themselves which brought about the change 

in comedy. 
i 

Before going on to the next phase of this survey, it 

would be well to take!account of a matter with which all the 

\irriters on the new breed of comedy deal, without exception. 

This is the assumption that the impulse for moralizing comedy 

came from the lower classes of society because, it is im¬ 

plied, these classes liave an overriding concern for virtue 

and sweet sentiments.j For illustration we need only refer 

to the constant recurrence in the descriptions of the new 

comedy of the requirement that the characters be drawn from 

"the ordinary walks of life." A further implication is, of 

course, that the lower classes were come to the theater and 

their consequent control over the box office forced the play- 
i 

wrights to mirror the life they favored. Thus by a roundabout 
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route we return to the central problem of this thesis. 

Of Its first phase, the association of a concern for morals 

with ordinary people, Professor John Loftis has objected 

to the assumptions of earlier scholars. Although he agrees 

for reasons I shall examine later that "middle" class taste 

came to prevail in the theater during the first half of the 

eighteenth century, he questions the degree to which this 

taste encouraged sentimentalism.^ For one thing there is 

sufficient evidence of social snobbery in the belief that 

"middle" class taste is less cultivated than that of the 

gentry and nobility to warrant close examination of its 

bases* For another the plays reveal no strong correlation 

between sentiment and "ordinary" life; more often than not. 

the presence of sentimentalism coincides with a concentration 

on the life of the fashionable.72 As far as the reform 

movement is concerned* Professor Loftis believes the business 

community encouraged it and thus, in a negative way* senti¬ 

mentalism* because the reformers were promoting the benevo¬ 

lent attitudes which the merchants shared. From his analy¬ 

sis of the plays and of contemporary literature, he concludes, 

"sentimentalism simply cannot be equated with membership in 

any social olass*"73 

Now the second phase of the problem* the relation of iJhe 

trading classes to the theater generally, remains to be eluc¬ 

idated. John Harrington Smith, a scholar whose interest ex¬ 

tends to all facets of the English drama, has questioned the 

generalizations of earlier authorities about "middle" class 

influence. He says, "I am disposed to doubt that the London 
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tradesman and mercantile classes had much to do with the 

change. One may think of the make-up of the audience 

changing after the Glorious Revolution - more and more cits 

attending the theater, and by their preferences helping to 

bring about a change in the theatrical fare afforded there. 

But it is my impression that although they attended, at 

least in some number, they exerted little influence."^ 

He finds that plays appearing after 1700 show little evi¬ 

dence of an attempt by the playwrights to conciliate the 

City and, citing Taverner's Female Advocates (1713) and 

Welsted's The Dissembled Wanton (1726) as examples, con¬ 

cludes that "the clt Is on the whole about as severely 

treated in comedy after 1700 as before."75 

This was Professor Smith's attitude in 19^8. In the 

same year his study of the Restoration audience led to a 

new suggestion about the cause of the change in comedy. 

The whole problem involves three distinct but related fac¬ 

tors each of which must be decided upon before the succeed¬ 

ing ones can be adequately explained. These are the char¬ 

acteristics of the new comedy, the date at whioh the changed 

76 
spirit first appears, and the causes of the change. Onoe 

the new spirit is identified, it is possible to locate it 

in the plays, and from the date of the plays to search for 

causes whioh would have to be operative slightly earlier 

than the date of their first appearance on the stage. The 

essence of the change is described as 

the replacement of the comic method of the 
Restoration which featured realism and satire 
and in which the writer's interest in whether 
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reform was accomplished thereby was mere¬ 
ly incidental, with a method which put 
reform first and meant to accomplish it 
by representing not things as they were 
but standards as they ought to be, person¬ 
ified in characters who should be examples,-- 
for imitation by the audience. '' 

Recognizing the laok of agreement among earlier commen¬ 

tators about when the new mode first appears, Professor 

Smith justifies a different conjecture about causes of the 

change. In the plays of Thomas Shadwell he finds the first 

signs of opposition to the love-game theme which dominated 

comedy in the first decade of the reign of Charles 11.78 

The Sullen Lovers (1668) and The Royal Shepherdess,(1669), 

Shadwell weighed the moral purpose of comedy and formulated 

the principle of poetic Justice which he put into practice 

in The Humourists (1670), and a liking for virtuous chara¬ 

cters exhibited in The Miser (1672). But as comedies with 

the cuckolding theme arose in the seventies to replace.the 
i 

love-game type, Shadwell abandoned momentarily his interest 

in "exemplary" themes to go along with the net* mode. After 
5 

a long absence from the stage, he returned with two plays inn 
1 

the "exemplary" manner. The Squire of Alsatla (1688) and I ' 

Bury Fair j[ 1689). 

Alongside Shadwell1s development as a playwright con¬ 

cerned with the moral function of comedy, there came into 
J 
i 

prominence in the audience a group with similar interests, 

"•the ladies,* . . . the respectable female patrons of the 

theater in the period."79 From a study of passages in plays, 

prologues, prefaces, and similar materials, Professor Smith 

finds that the playwrights acknowledge with increasing 
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frequency the Influence of the feminine group In the audience, 

their opposition to the cuckolding play, and their concern 

for sympathetic treatment of the virtuous female. Thus 

Shadwell's purpose in the plays of 1688 and 1689 coincided 

with that of the ladies, and from this arid other evidence 

Professor Smith concludes that the new mode in comedy may 

be said to date from these years.If this date is accept¬ 

ed, other causes which have been suggested - the reforming 

pamphleteers, the court of William and Mary, and the "middle" 

class through the societies for the reformation of manners - 

can no longer be given priority. In denying the influence 

of the "middle" class, Professor Smith repeats the conclu- 
O-i 

olons we have noted above. A 

But even if the influence of Shadwell and the ladles 

is allowed, the theory takes no aocount of the social group 

to which these people belonged nor does it explain the,al¬ 

tered social bias which most earlier commentators on the 

change have reoognized. The relation of the trading classes 

to comedy remained as a vaguely defined quantity until 

Professor John Loftis published a new study of the whole 

problem in 1959. The focal point of his investigation is 

the change in social orientation of comedy which, as my 

analysis of earlier criticism reveals, has always been re¬ 

cognized In broad outline but has lacked speolfic proofs. 

The study proceeds on the assumption that the finished play 

represents not only the creative effort of the dramatist 

but also the dramatic tradition in which he works and the 

6 
conditions prevailing in the society of which he is a member. 
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Thus it is necessary to determine the social attitudes 

toward the trading classes of earlier dramatists, the posi¬ 

tion of this group in society and its relation to the thea¬ 

ter, and the change in social attitudes of playwrights re¬ 

sulting from an alteration in this relation. 

In terms of their social assumptions, the outstanding 

trait of the seventeenth century comic dramatists is their 

dogged conservatism, their support of the traditional hier¬ 

archy in which the bourgeoisie had no place. The conser¬ 

vatism was due to the support of the drama by the landed 

classes and the opposition to the drama of the mercantile 

classes. Thus the comedy gives a wholly Inadequate impression 

of the contemporary merohant.®^ In plays whose themes de¬ 

rive from the opposition between the City and the fashion¬ 

able West End, such as Massinger's City Madam (1632), the 

City characters are never treated with sympathy. Massinger, 

Jonsori, Shirley, Wycherley, Congreve, and most lesser drama¬ 

tists were so completely in support of the fashionable 

class that their citizens remained witless, immoral blobs. 

“The dramatists wanted the spectators to Identify themselves 

•with the fashionable and to regard the citizens as outlanders 

for whom no imaginative sympathy was required.H°* If the 

dramatists treated commerce at all, it was in "the economic 

and ethical categories of social responsibility appropriate 

to a pre-commercial age.“85 They applied the traditional 

criteria of social obligations to the mercantile class and 

oensured it for exceeding its proscribed limits, and, until 
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the Civil War, they were supported by the government. 

The Restoration brought a change in the official sooio-eoo- 

nomlc attitude, which revealed itself as an increasing ten¬ 

dency to treat economic forces impersonally without regard 

to religion and ethics. But since the nonconformist mer¬ 

cantile community had supported Cromwell and the closing of 

the theaters, Restoration dramatists treated the merchant 

with more avowed hostility than ever before. "Dramatic 

tradition perpetuated the plots and character types fixed 

when the raid-century battles were a burning memory."0 The 

comic canon during the period abounds with citizens whose 

treatment is uniformly harsh. In addition to theilarge 

number of plays with the cuckolding theme in which the 

poor citizen is almost always the horned one,®? rather 

more individualized portraits like Wycherley's Alderman 

Gripe in Love in a Wood and Congreve's Alderman Fondlewife 

in The Old Bachelor bear out the conclusion that the play¬ 

wrights had no intention but to ridicule the social pre¬ 

tensions of the men of trade. 

While the vindictive attitude toward the merchant 

continued in the plays, the pace of economic developments 

was making a drastic change inevitable. A major cause was 

the vast expansion of English foreign trade during the 

seventeenth and eighteenth oenturies which brought a sub¬ 

stantial increase in wealth to the mercantile community and 

served to disrupt the whole pattern of traditional sooial 

distlnotlons. Though there had always been some movement 

back and forth between the trading olass and the landed 
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gentry* prosperity greatly accelerated the process. Pro¬ 

fessor Loftis notes that merchants in increasing numbers 

refused to be bound by the traditional status accorded the 

citizen while the landed gentry became involved to an ever 

greater extent in trade through investment in Joint-stock 

companies.®® This intermingling of the classes was accom¬ 

panied by a growing belief that successful merchants deserved 

high social esteem, without having to effect the change into 

the ranks of the genteel by marriage or land purchase. “It 

was becoming unnecessary to cease being a merchant in order 

to beoome a gentleman.“®9 

One of the consequences for the thea,ter of the increased 

stature of the mercantile community was a change in the na¬ 

ture of the audlenoe. It was still dominated by the people 

of fashion but this group itself came to reflect the altered 

circumstances in the class structure.9° Many merchants, no 

longer the much abused “oits" of Restoration comedy, attended 

plays as gentlemen, and though their functions in the busi¬ 

ness world were substantially the same as those of seven¬ 

teenth century citizens, they now belonged to gentle or even 

noble families. The only "cits’1 who continued to be recog¬ 

nized as such were the petty traders, shopkeepers, and 
oi 

apprentices.' 

Another consequence was the movement of the theaters 

themselves in the wake of the burgeoning growth of London 

during the first third of the eighteenth century. The move¬ 

ment northwestward of the fashionable class, now a composite 

of nobility, gentry, and wealthy merchants, created a new 
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audlenoe In the vicinity of Hanover, Grosvenor, and Caven¬ 

dish Squares.Among the causes for the great amount of 

building in the west noted by John Dennis were the Revolu¬ 

tion of 1688, the union with Scotland in 1707* the return 

of the English armies from the Continent after the Treaty 

of Utrecht (1713) and the accession of George I (171^).^ 

An additional cause was the decline in the importance of 

the old City as the stronghold of merchants and financiers 

to become more often identified with the interests of small 

shopkeepers.^ The theaters followed the westward movement. 

Drury Lane, whose location in the middle part of London was 

considered advantageous in 1700, was soon isolated by the 

westward movement of competing companies - the building of 

the Haymarket in 1705 and the move of John Rich's company 

from Lincoln's Inn Fields to the new Covent Garden theater 

in 1732.9^ The sole exception to the pattern was the thea¬ 

ter opened in Goodman's Fields, about a mile east of St. 

Raul's Cathedral, in 1729, which, in spite of the opposltionn 

of the magistrates, remained open until the time of Garrick.96 

The tremendous change in status of a large group of 

the population, affecting as it did the audience for drama 

and the location of theaters, was bound to intensify and 

complicate the social relationships in comedy. If it was 

to survive economically, comedy could not continue to ex¬ 

ploit and ridicule the mercantile community in the manner of 

ifyoherly. The change in attitude, far from being abrupt, 

was rather a perceptible modification of social values 
97 

“roughly coincident" with the turn of the century. Two 
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factors contributed to the change. One was the rejection 

in drama of the medieval economic theory favored by Jonson 

and Massinger, that is, continuous avowed hostility to the 

acquisitiveness of mercantile society. The increasing pros¬ 

perity of the nation which was in large part due to the 

widespread acceptance of mercantilist economic practices, 

forced the dramatists of the early eighteenth century to 

acknowledge the importance of the great entrepeneur and 

economic individualism.The second factor was the reform 

movement led by Collier. In this respect Professor Loftis 

validates the earlier conclusions of Krutch about the rela¬ 

tion between the reformers and the business community, 

while he emphasizes the role of the controversy as a form 

of class antagonism with the merchants on one side, the 

gentry and nobility on the other, and the writers promoting 

either cause according to their allegiances.99 A subsidiary 

aim of the reform movement was to accomplish an amelioration 

of the harsh treatment of the merchant on the stage, a move 

abetted by the ties of its chief leaders - Blackmore, De¬ 

foe, Steele, and Addison - with the merchant class. 

Xet for all the pressures applied to the theater by 

the reformers, the alteration in attitude toward the mer¬ 

chants was gradual and proceeded in a series of well defined 

stages. During the last decade of the seventeenth century 

and the early years of the eighteenth, satirical judgments 

of social status by the best dramatists were somewhat simi¬ 

lar to those of the first generation after the Restoration, 

while certain lesser yet competent dramatists were moving 
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away from these judgments. After 1710, particularly after 

the debates preceding the Treaty of Utrecht, the better 

dramatists reversed their opinions, to promote the social 

aspirations of the merchants, while the more obscure ones 

continued to rely on the older satirical patterns. After 

1728 when political debate entered drama with the Beggar1s 

Ooera.« the older character stereotypes and accompanying 

satirical Judgments either disappeared or were radically 

altered.^0’*' 

•••/•. /-While Professor Loftls clearly delineates the nature' . 

and extent of the change in social values in comedy, his 

interest in the tension aroused by competing classes and 

the reflection of this competition in the play3 prohibits 

any, thorough consideration,of how the altered social values 

of the playwrighte affected their treatment of the economic 

ideals of the merchant class* A study of the change in 

attitude as it is reflected in the characterizations of 

merchants and tradesmen will serve both to test and to clar- 

fy his conclusions as they are concerned with the business 

community. Before proceeding to an examination of the plays, 

it is necessary to discover the component elements of the 

mercantilist ethic from those contemporary writings that 

are either directed toward the merchant class and written 

for their benefit, or which contain portraits embodying 

the traits that this group commended* The body of prin¬ 

ciples thus extracted will then be oompared to the char¬ 

acterizations in the comedies to illustrate the change in 

attitude toward the ideals of the men of trade. 



Chapter II 

THE COMPONENT PRINCIPLES OF THE MERCANTILIST ETHIC 

A crucial problem for trading men of the late seven¬ 

teenth century arose from the clash between religiously 

oriented ethics and sound economic principles. Before the 

appearance of Protestantism, trade was carried on under 

the aegis of the ROmah Church with its grudging, cautious 

approval of the methods men used to barter for profit. 

The domination of the church over economic forces may have 

been questioned, but that the principles of conduct which 

it upheld applied with equal force to every aspect of human, 

behavior was never seriously questioned. The development 

of Calvinism after the Reformation, however, brought a de¬ 

cided change In the traditional attitude of religion toward 

trade. R. H. Tawney has noted that the Calvinist theologians 

were the first to recognize and applaud specifically eco¬ 

nomic virtues as distinct from other principles of conduct.^ 

The ideal of Calvinism, according to Tawney, is 

a society whioh seeks wealth with the sober 
gravity of men who are conscious at once of 
disciplining their own characters by patient . 
labor, and of devoting themselves to a service^ 
acceptable to Cod. 

The Intensely practical nature of Protestantism, its 

concern for both the manner and the end result of the labors 

of men has led modern scholars like Max Weber to attempt to 

discover the origins of the modern capitalistic spirit in 
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the doctrines formulated by the Puritan divines of the 

seventeenth oentury.^ The assumptions and conclusions of 

both Tawney and Weber are of no concern to us at this 

moment except as they establish the connection between 

Protestantism and the burgeoning trade of England during 

this period. Since the Puritans continued the Calvinist 

interest in the principles of economic conduct, the works 

of the divines reveal the virtues of the trading man as 

they were advanced by the ministers and doubtless approved 

by the mercantile community. As Louis B. Wright has pointed 

out, such ’’lessons in diligence and thrift" early became 

an important part of the literary fare of the Protestant 

trading class. ^ 

An outstanding example of the kind from the late 

seventeenth century is A Christian Directory or A Summ 

of Practical Cases of Conscience by the Reverend Richard 

Baxter, which was first published in 1673.^ It is a Purl- 

Summa theologloa and Summa moralis in one and, as such, it 

is the last major attempt by an English Protestant to erect 

a casuistic system extending to all phases of human conduct.1 

Baxter's injunctions about trade, reflecting as they do the 

economic environment in which he lived, embody several prin¬ 

ciples of the mercantilist ethic that were to become stock 

components of the ideal even after economics had divorced 

itself from religion. It has been noted that the Puritan 

moralists regarded labor as an ascetic discipline imposed 

by the will of God to be fulfilled not in solitude but in 
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punctual discharge of secular duties, ? and in Baxter v/e 

find continued emphasis on the obligation to work diligent¬ 

ly in a calling. "Everyone that is able, rich or poor, 

must live in some profitable course of pains or labour."® 

But the reason is not the mere making of profit. 

1 It is a sin to desire riches as worldlings 
and sensualists do, for the provision and 
maintenance of fleshly lusts, and pride. 
But it is no sin, but a duty, to labour not 

' only for labours sake, formally resting in 
the act done, but for that honest lnorease 
and provision, which Is the end of our la¬ 
bour; And therefore to choose a gainful ball¬ 
ing rather than another, that we may be ableQ 
to do good, and relieve the poor. / 

Men must "live never the more in unprofitable idleness," 

and the duty extends indeed to all men for there are no 

distinctions! "The Rich must labour as constantly as the 

poor, though not in the same kind of work."10 In addition 

to the fact that untiring labor will bring substantial 

increase In substance which can be used for the greater 

glory of God and man, diligent work is protection {against 

temptation, for example, those who "live not in idleness 

or sloth" will feel no desire to steal.11 

One reason for the ascetic life of the tradesman so 

often ridiculed by the Restoration playwrights is found in 

the directions for the use of the wealth accruing from the 

successful conduct of business. Frugality Is a duty, "an 

act of fidelity, obedience and gratitude, by which we use 

all our estates so faithfully for the chief owner, so obed¬ 

iently to our chief ruler, and so gratefully to our Chief 

benefactor, so that we waste it not any other way. . . • 



And Christian Parsimony cannot be defined by a mere negation 

of active wastefulness, because idleness Itself, and not 

using it aright, is real wastefulness.m12 Baxter then 

itemizes the forms of wastefulness which must be avoided, 

such as "pampering the belly in excess,f1^ erecting "un¬ 

necessary sumptuous buildings,ttlt* and spending on "need- . 

less pomp and ostentation in retinue, gallantry, horses, ■ 

furniture and attendance."1^ The duty to be frugal extends 

to the manner in which one workss 

Idleness also and negligence in our Gall- 
, lngs, is sinful wastefulness and prodigal- 
. lty: When either the pride of Gentility 

•’ ’ maketh people think themselves too good to 
labour, or to look after the matters of 
their families, or slothfulness maketh them 
think it a life too toilsome for their flesh , 
to bear, (Remember that) he that is sloth¬ 
ful in his work, is brother to him that is , 
a great waster. 

In his discussion of the actual practice of trade, 

as for example the problem of how much profit to take, 

Baxter often has difficulty in laying down firm injunc¬ 

tions because the golden rule cannot always be made to 

apply.1^ Underlying his discussion, however, are some 

assumptions about the character of the successful trades¬ 

man which Defoe was to exalt later, such as skill and acu¬ 

men in bargaining, thorough knowledge of merchandise and the 

general situation of the market, and the cautious use of 

credit. To these traitB can be added those of diligent 

labor, frugality, sobriety, and asoetism which, in sura, 

provide the matrix of principles encompassed by the mercan¬ 

tilist ethic, at least insofar as these principles were 
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recognized by the Puritan theologians. 

The Identification of these virtues with the demands 

of religion was to disappear as the commercial life freed 

Itself from the enveloping cloak of theological causistries. 

The main cause of this separation was the enormous growth 

of business itself* especially the rapid formation of finan- 
f 

oial and trading companies on a large scale. The fact that 

the companies were useful to the state in supplying the 

government with revenues and occasional loans tended not 

only to vest them with the Immunity from religious inter¬ 

ference that Is a peculiarly public, as opposed to a pri¬ 

vate, privilege, but also to make them share with the 

state its,separation from religion, a division which many 

thlhkers[including the theologians had long recognized. 

Furthermore, the ethical precepts of an older and simpler 

commercial age, which had served as guides primarily in 

personaliconduct had no practical relation to large, im- 
• • i . ; ’ ' ’ ^ • ■ 

personal;organizations. Consequently, by the end of the 
1 . ' ■ ' ' 

seventeenth century, the precepts of ecclesiastics like 

Baxter had, for all practical purposes, lost their charact¬ 

er as religious principles, and had become part of the work¬ 

ing body of rules to be followed by all successful trades¬ 

men, regardless of their spiritual allegiances, even down 

to the present day.-*-® 
, l 

Along with the spread of commercial life, another in¬ 

fluence jls revealed in the economic literature appearing 
j [ 

after tile Restoration. The impetus given to a mathematically 
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based science by Sir Isaac Newton perhaps accounts for the 

application of mathematics to economic matters represented 

by the treatises on Political Arithmetic written by Sir 
19 

William Petty ' and his followers, such as Gregory King 

21 
and Charles Davenant. These works, in their concern 

for commercial statistics, the balance of trade, and related 

matters, are interested primarily in the conduct of business 

on a-large scale and only indirectly with the principles 

whioh couia make the individual a successful trader. .An 

exception to this kind of economic writing is A Discourse 

of Trade (1690) written by Nicholas Barbon, a London phy¬ 

sician and the son of Praisegod Barebone of Commonwealth 

fame*22 By its failure to resort to religious Justifications, 

the tract illustrates the tendency to separate economics 

frbm theology by stating that the merchant is not bound to 

labor in a calling to fulfill his divinely appointed mission 

on earth, but "for his own Benefitj For by Trade, theNat-; 

ural Stock of the Country is improved* * * *"2^ Even more 

significant for our purposes, Barbon advocates a life of 

moderation in all things in contrast to the ascetic discipline 

of Baxter* He openly recognises that consumption is essen-r 

tial to flourishing trade.> Thus "Prodigality is a Vice that 

is prejudicial to the man, but not to Trade* * while 

parsimony is also a vice, because "the Covetous Man thinks 

he grows rich but actually grows poorer because the goods : 

he refuses to consume yet holds become dead stock and lose 
oh, 

value." The liberality of Barbon* s viextr is manifest 
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when he says that there should be 

an equal Division of the Expense amongst 
those things that relate to Food, Gloatha, 
and Lodging} according to the Portion, or 
Station, that is allotted to every Man, with 
some allowance for the more refined. Pleasures 
of the Mind; with such Distributions, as may 
please both sect of Philosophers, Platonlst 
and Epicureans: The Belly must not be Starved^ 
to cloath the Back-Part. ■ p 

The emphasis on moderation, besides illustrating the in¬ 

creasing secularization of economic thought, constitutes 

the first forthright statement of the benefits to trade of 

consumption beyond the necessities of life. 

Probably the most prolific writer on economic matters 

in the early eighteenth century was Daniel Defoeiwhose bias 

toward the mercantile community and its standards affected 

all his works^ so that they have been said to "concentrate 

irito a sort of essence all the burgher philosophy that had 

been gathering force for the preceding century and a half." 

The assertions about morality in his prose and the actions 

of the characters in his fiction have often been thought 

paradoxical; Defoe seems to have trouble reconciling the 

demands of trade with the ethics of Christianity. But it 

has been shown that the contradiction is apparently super¬ 

ficial and perhaps due to a misreading of his motives. 

Defoe, like some of his contemporaries, 
could look at economic activities strictly 
with reference to economic ends, which 
were entirely distinct from both religious,,,, 
and political ends. 

The pronouncements of Defoe about economic ethics can be 

taken then to Illustrate the tendency already noted to die- 
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tlnguish between economic practices and moral principles. 

At the same time, they will contribute to the corpus of 

the mercantilist ethic. 

An early Instance of Defoe’s concern with the economic 

virtues occurs in the numbers of his Review dated June 21 

and June 23, 1711*As a part of his comments on the pro¬ 

posed trade to the South Seas, Defoe set out to clarify the 

issue for his readers by writing “the Original and Genealogy 

of this great Thing call’d Commerce in the World."30 The 

method he uses is a form of allegory in which a chain of 

abstractions have the barest of narrative threads uniting 

them. As he intended it is an expanded genealogical table 

recorded with great fervor and occasional strong comment. 

The underlying thought is the proverb, “Necessity is the 

mother of invention." "NECESSITY" was "begotten in the 

earliest Ages of the World by Male Pride. upon the Body of 

Female Sloth. . . ."3^ She married "POVERTY" and had two 

children, a son, "INVENTION," and a daughter, "WITT." The 

son married the daughter of "PROJECTOR" and begot three 

children, "INDUSTRY, INGENUITY, and HONESTY." These 

set all the World to Work; had the Example 
been follow’d, and had not Necessity’s other 
Branch, called Wit, and her Numerous Progeny 
of Bastards destroy’d it, as fast another 
Way, they laid such Stores up, and such 
Foundations of Wealth and Prosperity, that 
the name of their Mother POVERTY was in a „ 
fair Way of being forgotten in the World. 

"INDUSTRY" married "Parsimony,” the daughter of "LABOUR," 

who became a "rare, frugal Housewife. ..." "INGENUITY" 

became skilled In the "Mechanick Arts" and married "DILIGENCE" 
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with whom he "lived a great many Years together, and made 

vast Improvement in the World, by which they grew exceeding 

wealthy, ..." Their children were "HANDICRAFT, MANUFAC¬ 

TURE, and BARTER," and the last named-begot "TRADE" who 

married "one Mrs. Punctual, eldest Daughter to Probity, the 

first born of Honesty."33 "TRADE" had two eons. "MERCHANT," 

the eldest, was "the father of Navigation and Exchange," 

while the second son was "SHOP-KEEPER," "TRADE" also had 

a daughter, "CREDIT. 

Defoe is at pains to distinguish the difference be¬ 

tween Ingenuity and wit as the most desirable characteris¬ 

tic for a successful commercial life. "WITT" is beyond the 

pale because she 

. . . ,prov*d a meer Jilt, turn’d common Whore, 
and her Numerous, tho* Spurious Race, has filled 
the World with Fops and Beggars, who like the 
Drones in the Hive, starve and help to undoe 
Mankind, and in spight of all the Application 
of her Honest and’Prosperous Relations, the 
Posterity of her Brother Invention, she fills 
the World with Misery, Poverty, Woe, and Wioked-«5 
ness. 

These passages from The Review foreshadow the kind of 

thinking that was to find fullest expression in The Corn¬ 

el eat English Tradesman (l?26-2?), a manual of Instructions 

for the man who would succeed in business that is the out¬ 

standing example of its kind to appear in the early eighteenth 

century. The book that has been "praised as a vade mecum 

for young apprentices and damned as a loathsome expression 

of the purely mercantile point of view"-^ advances an argu¬ 

ment which rests on some important constituent principles 
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of the mercantilist ethic, no matter how it is Judged 

otherwise. As we noted in Chapter I, Defoe defines clearly. 

the audience for whom, he was writing; he is concerned with 

the inland trade of England and with the men involved in 

that trades “all sorts of warehousekeepers, shopkeepers, 

whether wholesale dealers, or retailers of goods," wiio ^ 

do not make the goods they sell.In the second volume, 

Defoe broadens his aims to inolude, besides apprentices, 

-^experienced tradesmen and Justifies the change by saying, 

Age in Trade has its trading Diseases as well \ 
as Age in Body, and may in proportion stand 
in need of the Physician; and as ill Habits 
in the Youth of Trade, grow upon the Trades¬ 
man as his Purse thickens, and his Strength 
in Trade increases, and ought to be well^o 
guarded against. jo 

Nevertheless the economic principles underlying this trade 

are universal in application so the usefulness of Defoe's 

>wt>rk tb this study is in no way diminished by the faot 

that he was writing for a particular audience. 

Defoe assumes from the start that hie readers are 

dedicated to work as a means of success in this world; 

thus he feels no need to exhort them to labor in a call¬ 

ing. His indebtedness to the Puritan tradition exemplified 

by Baxter is shown by the numerous Biblical admonitions 

that are used to give weight and authority to the arguments. 

In discussing the necessity for diligent application in 

business, Defoe quotes Solomon, "the royal patron of in¬ 

dustry;"^ 11 'He that is slothful in business, is brother 

to him that is a great waster,'" and “the Sluggard shall be 
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clothed in rags11 while "the diligent hand maketh rich. 

In A Flap of the English Commerce (1728) Defoe quotes other 

similar maxims: "*Poverty makes Sloth, and Sloth makes 

Poor'" and "‘Labour makes Gain, and Gain gives strength 
ill 

to Labour.*" Defoe looked upon life as ordered and pre¬ 

dictable in the sense that every man is necessarily em¬ 

ployed in three duties; necessaries of nature, such as 

eating and drinking, duties of religion, and duties of 

life, that is, employment and trade. ^ 

The first must be "referr’d to their proper seasons" 

and "us’d with moderation." Defoe advocates a frugal and 

sober mode of existence not because a contrary way is 

neoessarily sinful but because the prodigal tradesman 

speeds his own ruin. Hence the dangers of "innocent 

Diversions" are many and varied. Extravagant and ex¬ 

pensive living is an easy way to disaster; the tradesman 

must avoid immoderate expense and practice frugality and 
Lih, 

good husbandry with his property to insure prosperity. 

One kind of extravagance is the waste entailed by debauched 

living, and the man who is interested in this kind of life 

can have no real concern for trade: 

He that sets up for a Sir Fopllng Flutter, 
instead of a compleat tradesman, is not to 
be thought capable of relishing this dis¬ 
course; neither does this discourse relish 
him; for suoh men seem to be among the in¬ 
curables, and are rather fit for an hospital 
of fools Cso the French call our Bedlamj than,, - 
to undertake trade, and enter upon business. ^ 

Defoe deplores those who scorn "the society of their shops 

and customers" while "rambling to courts and plays. The 
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tradesman must beware also of a second kind of prodigality 

which is a taste for " sober., extravagances, . . . the 

grave, sedate ways for a tradesman’s ruin.H These include 

expensive housekeepings ostentatious dress, frivolous 

company, and elaborate equipages. The practice of cautious 

thrift: in the handling of money and goods is of fundamental 

importance to success in trade: 

Frugality may be out of fashion among the 
gentry, but if it comes to be so among trades- 

, men, we- shall soon see that wealthy tradesmen 
will be hard to find; for they who will not 
..save' as well as gain must expect to go out of an 
trade as lean as they began. 

Unlike the Puritan divines Defoe does not dictate against 

all forms of pleasure; instead he believes in moderation 

and even some extravagance under certain conditions, per¬ 

haps because, like Barbon, he realized the value to trade 

of at least some conspicuous consumption* But he is never 

less than cautious about expenditures: 

If a tradesman has thriven* and can support 
■ this, Cluxuriea) and his credit too, that 

makes the case differ, tho* even then it 
cannot be said to'be suitable* 

Actually.this whole matter of extravagant taBtes and 

nee is of little moment to the man who is \; 

truly dedicated to his trade, for his ,!pleasure should 

be in his business, his companions should be his books, 

and if he has a family, he makes his excursions uo stairs* 
50 

and no further* * . ." 

Religious duties must likewise be accorded a suitable 

but not needlessly large portion of the tradesman's time. 
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"They ought not to be thrust at all out of their plaoe, 

and yet they ought to be kept In their place too. 

Defoe acknowledges that religion has a claim on the lives 

of men, but the obligations it imposes should not be pur¬ 

sued to the detriment of business. For example, "a man 

may say his prayers so long and so unseasonably 'till he 

is undone" from neglecting his trade.52 

The, Co mol eat English Tradesman is in many ways a manual 

of instructions. Above all else the complete tradesman knows 

what he is about, and Defoe presents a systematic compen¬ 

dium of the knowledge he may need that is not to be confused 

with other kinds of learning because 

Business is a Thing suited to a staid Headj 
it does not require the polite Part of Human e« 
Understanding, or call for a liberal Education. 

The tradesman should strive to have "Knowledge enough to 

make him diligent, and not so much as to make him loose 
54 and aspiring."^ There is an interesting section on epist¬ 

olary style wherein the sober mien and plain manner of the 

successful tradesman become the standards of good prose. 

The affectation of style in letters 

is accounted very grand, looks modish, and 
has a kind of majestic greatness In It; but 
the best merchants in the world are come off 
from it, and now choose to x^rite plainly and 
intelligibly; much lees should country-trades¬ 
men, citizens and shop-keepers, xirhose businesses 
is plainness and meer trade, make use of it. 

Other instructions throughout the work depend for their 

efficacy on belief in the mercantilist virtues. The trades¬ 

man can avoid loss from rash adventures if he will alloxv 
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prudence to govern his decisions.^ Likewise, a prudent 

concern for his interests will keep him from leaving his 

business to servantfrom marrying too soon,'*® and from 

ruining his fellows by scandal and reproach.^ Since ex¬ 

tensive and profitable trade depends upon the maintenance 

of good credit, the wise trader handles his obligations 
6n with care and pays his debts punctually. u Assiduous keep¬ 

ing of records is of equal importance: 

A tradesman's book, like a Christian's con¬ 
science, should alleys be kept clean and clear; 
and he that is not careful of both will give 
but a sad account of himself either to Cod org^ 
Man. 

The instructions about honesty in trading are neither 

so clear and concise nor so unequivocal as the foregoing 

because Defoe must labor to arrive at a purely economic 

conception of the trait. He admits that the difference 

between an honest man and an honest tradesman is a "very 

nice" one, but the separation can be made because "there 

is a specifick difference between honesty and knavery, 

which can never be altered by trade or any other thing. 

It is assumed that the tradesman is a man of Integrity and 

moral rectitude who has the ability to distinguish right from 

wrong and to govern his actions accordingly, while realiz¬ 

ing that there are "poetical lloenses" In trade which an 

outsider might consider dishonest.^3 Hence there are some 

"unavoidable Trading Lies" which must be used If profit Is 

to be made. ^ For example, the tradesman may ask more for 

his goods than he will take to Insure his own profit and 
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6* 
to avoid the dangers of underselling. ** Similarly, the 

shop-keeper may attraot customers by embellishing his goods 

to make them look more attractive than they are but he 

should avoid extremes. "My advice to young tradesmen is 

to keep the safe middle between these extremes.1,0 After 

.weighing the matter anew in the second volume, he concludes, 

Honesty, then consists in a General Probity 
of Conduct; punctual keeping their Word* . 
malting the Honour of Trade, (as it is call'd)* 
be their Guide, and their Word be equal to^„ 
their Bond in all Cases* * ' 

In promoting the dignity of trade in England* Defoe 

presents a ringing defense of the mercantile community and 

its social, aspirations by citing those changes of status 

to which we have alluded in the first chapter. The Increased 

economic affluence of the merchants had entitled them to 

rank among the gentry* Defoe demands this recognition of 

quality in The Comoleat English Tradesman and makes it an 

underlying assumption of the precepts of conduct and edu- 

6ft 
cation in The Complete English Gentleman. Since the pro¬ 

blem of status is more a social question than one of economic 

ethics, we must turn to another matter of greater Importance 

to this study. 

That the mercantilist virtues which Defoe presents were 

substantially true to the life of the times is borne out by 

a poetical treatment of the character of a merchant written 

by Edward Ward* The Wealthy Shop-Keeper: Or. The Chari¬ 

table Citizen (1700) traces the life of a trader from his 

birth in the country to his death as a rich alderman in 
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London.^ Ward’s motive for writing the poem was obviously 

satirical; he rarely missed an opportunity to ridicule the 

merchant and the class he represented. Nevertheless his 

point of view, however biased and heavy with irPny, does 

not exclude glimpses of the principles of the economic 

ethic to which the merchant adhered In amassing a fortune. 

As a youngster he remained in school in the country until 

he was fifteen, learning “To construe Lilly* s Rules, and 

Cast-Accounts.Though he was intended for the ministry, 

Fortune destined him for trade where “the least merit al¬ 

ways thrives the best.” Once In London he is apprenticed 

to a "crafty dealer" for seven years and learns "To Buy, 

to Sell, to Cozen, Gain, and Save." His indenture completed 

he moves to a thriving part of the City, sets up his own 

shop, and "With cautious steps he prosp'rously goes on,"' 

71 
growing rich apace. Diligent application to the business 

and shrewd bargaining are Joined with mastery of trader’s 

cant (Defoe*s unavoidable Trading Lies) to produce a pro¬ 

fitable business operation. After twenty years his stand¬ 

ing is described as follows; 

His dealings large Extravagant his Gain„0 . 
Esteem*d a sharp, but very honest Man. ‘ 

Besides long and arduous endeavor, his success is attributed 

to other traits as well. His manner is the antithesis of 

the prodigal; 

Extravagance, like Popery* he hates, „ 
And Ne*er beyond a Dish of Coffee treats.'^ 

Close economy at home and in the shop, together with rigid 
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control of expenditures for pleasure, contribute to his 

increasing wealth and rising status in the community. 

Though Ward brands him "a Niggard,” he cannot deny that 

parsimony pays. The: merchant spends all his spare time 

reading papers which treat of trade and foreign affairs 

accumulating knowledge that will be of value to; him in his 

business. Because of his wide learning Ward must call him 

”a Statesman in th' Affairs of Christendom.” He is, more¬ 

over, an earnest patriot, devoted to the support of King and 

country, proud of his own success and of the government that 

makes it possible.^ That he comes to thrive in trade is 

partly due to a strong desire for money, an interest in 

gain for its own sake which Ward treats with acid sarcasm 

and thus tacitly admits the value of the motive to economic 

success. 

After many years of profitable labor, the merchant 

settles into a routine of daily life that is an impressive 

illustration of the principles of the mercantile ethic as 

they appear in practice. Ward comments, 

He now so formal grows, the whole Machine, 
Moves as if German Clock-work rul’d within, 
His actions tun’d to certain Minutes are** 
And ev'ry thing he does is regular. fD 

The merchant rises at five in the morning, dresses, and de¬ 

scends to his counting house to work until eight. After a 

spare breakfast he goes to the shop and stays for two hours, 

looking after the business and charging his eldest apprentice 

with responsibility for the affairs of the day. Afterwards 

there is a visit to the neighboring coffee-house for news; 
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dinner upon the Jot of twelve, a nap till one, and then a 

visit to the Exchange where he spends two hours in astute 

bargaining. At three he is at Lloy; d's Coffee-House, read¬ 

ing letters and papers, continuing to buy and sell stocks 

and goods according to changes in the market. Before six 

he is back in his shop to take account of the day’s business 

and begin planning for the next. From there he goes to his 

club where the talk, MIs first of Trade, Religion, then the 

State."7^ Returning home for a light supper, he retires 

before Bow bell rings nine. 

The accuracy of Ward's description is attested by an 

account of the actual life of a merchant of the period. The 

remarks of a modern biographer of William Braund (1695-1774), 

merchant, are revealing: [ 
'< 

The life of such 4 man, and still more his 
interest to any one examining his life, de¬ 
pends much on his/ milieu and connexions* 
Family, locality, / and the relationships es¬ 
tablished in trade make up the environment 
which determines/almost entirely the course 
of his existence! To the average merchant 
living the life /of an individualist but with 
a spirit of the jmost cautious conservatism, 
they are at once his refuge and his responsi¬ 
bility in a complex competitive world. ’Braund* s 
life was mostly"passed in the City, on 'Change, 
in Lloyd's Coffee-House, or his City offices. 
In all he had ,the small safe shelter of his 
'connexions,* /sound men whom he had known per¬ 
sonally for ypars, between whom and himself 
there was mutual trust, and who changed only„ 
with retirement from business or with death.'* 

The pattern of Braund's life was very much like the one 

Ward describes except that while Ward is not specific about 

the kind of trade in which his character labored, it is 
i ' 

known that Braund spent his mature years as a merchant in 
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other lands, and as a director of various trading companies. 

Turning now to the periodicals of the time, the appear¬ 

ance of references to merchants and tradesmen in the papers 

of Richard Steele and Joseph Addison are unequally distri¬ 

buted. Although there are mentions of tradesmen in The 

Tatler (April 12, 1?09 - January 2, 1711)» no extended 

discussion of the lives and manners of this group is to be 

found, and the same is true of The Guardian (March 12, 1713 

- October 1, 1713 )• The most fruitful source for our pur¬ 

poses is The BPectator (March 1, 1711 - December 6, 1712) 

in itfhich traits and attitudes advanced by earlier writers as 

characteristic of the mercantile class appear as the funda¬ 

mental thought in two of the essays, in three of the letters 

to the editor, and, most significantly, in the character of 

Sir Andrew Freeport. In an essay on the art of growing 

rich (Spectator. No. 283), Eustace Budgell finds the "first 

and most Infallible method" for accruing wealth to be thrift, 

while diligent application to gain is second and shill in 

business third.^ Steele, writing on liberality (No. 346), 

finds that the quality should have frugality for its basis 

and support* "By this means the beneficient spirit works 

in man from convictions of reason, not from the impulse of 

passion."79 

Among the letters, real or feigned, which appeared In 

The Spectator, an early one under the hand of Steele (No. 

278) is the lament of a shopkeeper whose wife's Infatuation 
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with the learning of Greek is about to break him. She is 

wasting their money and neglecting the shop, and her hus¬ 

band* s outrage at her violation of the principles of fru¬ 

gality and diligence is obvious.®0 Another tradesman in a 
Qn 

somewhat similar plight writes in No. 308, again by Steele. 

This man is married to a Lady of Quality whose expensive 

tastes are ruining him. His disbelief in the worth of "fash¬ 

ionable" but impractical things pervades the pieoe while the 

traditional antipathy of his class toward the gentry hovers 

in the background. In No. 509» Steele writes a letter from 

"Hesekiah Thrift" on abuses at the Royal Exchange and the 

82 
matter of thrift. The truly successful man of business 

is "sedate* plain, good in understanding, not apt to go 

out of his way* but so behaving himself at home* that lous¬ 

iness may come to him."^ Moreover, the business is always 

the primary interest} "Keep your shop and your shop will 

keep you." ^ Defoe’s distinction between the man of wit ana 

the man of Ingenuity* at least to the extent that it implies 

a certain state of mind most suited to the commercial life, 

appears in the statement that "business and, trade are not 

to be managed by the same heads t/hlch write poetry, and make 

plans for the oonduct of life in general." Steele writes 

on the effects of the love of money in No. 450 in the form 

of a letter from a merchant, one Ephraim Weed, who has 

flourished in the tobacco trade.Curiously enough* the 

writer emphasizes that the love of money is a virtue that 

prevents immorality and vice because the unremitting pursuit 
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of wealth leaves no time for idle pleasures. 

Most Important to this study is the portrait draxm by 

Steele of the member of the club knoxm as Sir Andrew Free¬ 

port (No. 2). Sir Andrew is an exemplary representative of 

his class, "a person of indefatigable industry," who is 

thoroughly acquainted with the principles of commerce, 

and convinced that "true power (is) to be got by arts and 

industry.The Spectator says, 

X have heard him prove, that diligence makes 
more lasting acquisitions than valour, and 
that sloth has ruined more nations than the 
sword. He abounds in several frugal maxims, 
amongst which the greatest favorite is, -A 
penny saved is a penny got.1 

For all his eloquence and polish, Sir Andrew retains some¬ 

thing of the austere attitude associated with the earlier 

Puritans, especially as it resulted in a dislike for need¬ 

less complication and adornment. Hence he believes that 

the nation would become as rich as he is if it would only 

use the same "plain methods." In No. 34 Addison has Sir 

Andrew praise the Spectator for his scourging of vice 

". . . without condescending to be a publisher of particu- 
87 

lar intrigues and cuokoldoms." 

•In short,' says Sir Andrew, 'if you avoid 
that foolish beaten road of falling upon 
aldermen and citizens, and employ your pen 
upon the vanity and luxury of courts, your 
paper must needs be of general use.' 

In the dispute with Sir Roger de Ooverley over the relative 

merits of the landed and trading interest (No. 1?4), Steele 

allows .Sir Andrew to overcome his adversary while promoting 

the acumen and frugality that make successful trade possible 
88 



In No. 232 Budgell reoords a conversation with Sir Andrew 

in which the argument turns on the question of charity to 

the poor. Sir Andrew will have none of it. "We merchants 

who live by buying and selling, ought never to encourage 

beggars. . . . The very alms they receive from us are the 

89 
wages of idleness." There should be no questions of 

giving assistance to those who are trying to shirk their 

obligation to labor in a calling. 

After The Spectator and The Guardian had gone by 

the way, Steele's political allegiances led him to support 

the Whig cause in the series of papers called The English¬ 

man (October 6, 1713 to February 11, 1?1^, and July 11, 

90 
1715 to November 21* 1715). His adherence to mercan¬ 

tilist principles noted above coupled with the support 

of the Whig party by the merchants had important conse¬ 

quences for the conception of his last play, The Conscious 

Lovers, but in The Englishman, insofar as the traits 

under discussion are to be found, they appear in eulogies 

of the merchant's character* and in ardent encomiums about 

his interests* One point of some importance Is raised, 

however, in a eulogy of the merchant ("there is^no man 

whom I so highly honour") where Steele distinguishes be¬ 

tween merchants and stock-jobbers in a manner reminiscent 

of Defoe's comments in The Review: 

All other Subjects of our Island, from 
the highest-to the lowest, are as much 
below the Merchant in political Merit, 

• as. that ravenous Worm in the Entrails 
of the State the Stock-Jobber. Other 
subjects prey upon each other, and one 
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grows richer in proportion as the other 
grows poorer; which is no more to the 
whole Body than the Removal of an 
Inposthumation from one Limb to another. 
The Course of Wealth within our selves 
makes a.Distinction between Brethren, 
but the Merchant is the Child of Brltain. 
who enriches his whole Family. 

The writings about merchants and trade which this 

survey has included reveal a coherent body of principles 

which may be said to form the essence of the mercantile 

ethic. Economic success is attributed to a variety of 

causes, but three fundamental traits from which all the 

others spring may be said to form the matrix of the ethic. 

These are diligence, frugality,- and prudence. The dili¬ 

gent man is bound to thrive because he allows no other 

interest to interfere with his labors. Careful use of 

his wealth makes possible the accumulation of capital 

which in turn permits further investment and ever greater 

profits. Accumulation is abetted by prudent care of 

possessions, and the wise and cautious use of them in 

trading. The other characteristics of the mercantilist 

stem from these virtues. The industrious tradesman has 

no time for the idle pleasures of the day nor. will his 

provident habits permit him to Indulge in spending upon 

luxuries. Just as an attitude of fairness and probity 

leads to the harmonious conduct of business, so assiduous 

attention to the details of trade leads to development 

of proficiency in the skills necessary for profitable 

operation, and a concomittant interest in the latest 

information about bargaining techniques and markets. 
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A life of temperance and moderation, of sober and sedate 

Interests and a serious manner, is the logical outcome 

of devotion to these principles. It is obvious, of course, 

that one not so Inclined and lacking a consuming interest 

in commerce would turn these virtues into faults deserving 

ridicule. This manner is characteristic of the treatment 

of the merchant in the comedy of the Restoration tradition, 

and it Is the alteration in this attitude that is to be 

the subject of the analysis to follow. 



CHAPTER III 

THE RESTORATION STEREOTYPE AND INDICATIONS OP CHANGE 

Three distinct phases appear in the alteration by 

which the dramatists modified their opinions of the 

mercantile community and its ideals. The anti-mercan¬ 

tilist bias which began with Jonson and continued through 

the seventeenth century reached its fullest flowering 
y 

in the works of the last three major playwrights of the 

Restoration tradition, Congreve, Farquhar, and Vanbrugh. 

The merchant characters in their plays embody all the ele¬ 

ments of the unfavorable stereotype of the group which 

were to reappear in the works of lesser dramatists during 

the early eighteenth century. While the plays of the 

Restoration continued in the popular repertory, there 

appeared a group of comedies which for our purposes can 

best be called transitional in that they exhibit in varying 

degrees an ambivalent, indecisive attitude toward the 

trading classes. Simultaneous with this group, but with 

increasing frequency as the century progressed, plays 

abandoning the stereotype and applauding the mercantilist 

virtues appeared. Hence according to the nature of change, 

the earlier limit of this analysis is the dramatic work of 

Congreve and the later limit is the period immediately 

around the Licensing Act of 1737 by which time a changed 

attitude is manifest and after which no plays were written 

which would significantly alter the conclusions of this study 
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A. The Restoration Stereotype 

The attitude of the Restoration playwrights toward the 

mercantilist ethic represents a curious Instance of conflict¬ 

ing ethical notions. If the problem is analyzed in the light 

of the Aristotelian distinctions about the virtues, any given 

virtue, say frugality, stands ideally at the mean between an 

excess, prodigality, and a deficiency, niggardliness, but if 

no absolute value, such as ultimate goodness, serves as an 

•end which would control the distinctions, the problem of de¬ 

ciding where the mean lies is very much a matter of individual 

judgment, especially when it is conditioned by social assump¬ 

tions.^ In the dramatic milieu of the Restoration,-the prod¬ 

igality which the tradesman would see as the worst of vices 

in himself was praised as a virtue in the gallant. Since the 

question of absolute ethical values rarely, if ever, occurs 

in the plays, the relative merit of any particular trait is 

almost always determined by the biases controlling the point 

of view of the individual playwright. In the canon of Res¬ 

toration comedy, there is remarkable uniformity in judgments 

about the mercantilist virtues. Because of the social anti¬ 

thesis existing between the aristocracy and the business 

community, the playwrights of the period saw only vice where 

the merchants thought was virtue, and the characterizations 

of merchants and tradesmen in the plays reveal a consistent 

distortion of the traits which the mercantile community praised. 

The technique, at its simplest, is a mere matter of turning 

the mean into an excess or deficiency according to the demands 
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of the particular dramatic situation. As an example, if 

the playwright was committed to the gaiety and frivolity of 

the court, he was bound to ridicule that temperance and so¬ 

briety characteristic of the successful tradesman. The de¬ 

gree of severity of the treatment varies according to the 

talent of the dramatist, but it was rarely other than gross 

carioature. 

The anti-mercantilist bias of Congreve, Farquhar, and 

Vanbrugh reveals the continuity of the dramatic tradition 

established and cultivated by Jonson, Massinger, and others, 

in an earlier day. With only rare exceptions, the seventeen 

odd plays they wrote exhibit a consistent tone of contempt 

for the mercantile community and its social aspirations. In 

some plays the merchants are ignored, in others they are the 

butts of casual but derisive jokes, in still others they are 

ridiculed unmercifully in caricature. Seldom is there even 

implied acknowledgement of the importance of the trading 

classes to the nation; those traits of character which were 

raising England to the status of one of the world’s greatest 

trading countries are treated contemptuously without the slight 

est recognition of their value. These characteristics of the 

Restoration attitude appear in full array in the one play by 

each playwright where merchant characters have significant 

roles. 

The disparity between the alms of the theater and the 

economic facts of life is emphasized by the success of Will¬ 

iam Congreve’s first play, The Old Batchelour (l693)» which 
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presents In Alderman Fondlewife a. full blown caricature of 

the stupid and foolish merchanti2 The scenes featuring 
■ • i 

Fondlewife in the fourth act were so popular that they were 

frequently produced separately to supplement other thea¬ 

trical entertainment,3 yet in every respect the play is 

alien to the ideals of the mercantile community. The social 

bias of the play becomes obvious in the first few lines* when 
; 

Bellmour says, 

Come Come, leave Business to Idlers, and 
Wisdom to Fools; they have need of 'em: 
Wit, be my Faculty; and Pleasure, my Occu¬ 
pation. ■ 

A central situation of the plot is the cuckolding of a 

merchant, a device that had been popular since the heyday of 

Wycherley. Alderman Fondlewife, a banker, is portrayed as 

an aging, offensively uxorious husband whose beautiful young 

wife, Laetitia, has few scruples about dallying with the 

gallants. The merchant is satirized in several ways. First 

he Is associated with the Dissenters and thus becomes the 

embodiment of the traditional enmity of the dramatists to¬ 

ward this sect. Vainlove calls him "A kind of Mungril zea¬ 

lot, sometimes very precise and peevish. (I)11 Fondlewife 

praises the man who has cuckolded him because he carries a 

prayer book. His reaction upon discovering Bellmour In his 

own home (IV) illustrates the deft way Congreve attaches the 

stigma of hypocrisy to him. Fondlewife rages at Laetitia, 

then turns to Bellmour, 

But who, in the Devil's name, are you? 
Mercy on me for swearing. . . . 
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After/further argument he turns again on Laetitia and the 

Biblical imagery of his speech emphasizes the satiric figure 

that Congreve was developing. 
f,", ■■ .. .. 

But thou has been a faithless Dallllah.and 
the Philistines have been upon thee. Hehi 
Art thou not vile and unclean, Hehi Speak. 

Lastly there is Bellmour*s cynical comment upon the recon¬ 

ciliation of the doting merchant, now a cuckold, and his 

wife (IV): 

See the great Blessing of an easy Faith; 
Opinion cannot err. 

A conventional feature of the unfavorable portrait of 

the merchant is the inversion of the traits of diligence 

and frugality so that they ’work to the detriment of the 

character^ In The Old Batchelour Fondlewife is made to leave 

town on business so that Bellmour can effect a tryst with 

his wife. It is implied that frugality leads to uxorious¬ 

ness and that a less niggardly man could keep a wife safe and 

pure. But Fondlewife is also a slave to Mammon; at one point 

(II), he tells Laetitia, "I profess I do love thee better, 

than 500 pound." He praises plain dealing (III) and makes 

a claim to honesty which in the context is pathetic; he says 

to Bellmour (IV): 

Oh, I am a very honest Fellow - You never lay 
with an honester Man's Wife in your life. 

None of the other three playB Congreve wrote treat a 

merchant character so extensively. A minor Chiracter in 

Love for Love (1695) is Trapland, a scrivener, who is Val¬ 

entine's principal creditor.^ Trapland comes to dun his 
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debtor (I) but instead is enticed to drink, and the ensuing 

dialogue contains implicit ridicule of the tradesman's 

ostensible sobriety. Then Trapland says, "I love Mirth, 

but Business must be done," and he finally collects his mon¬ 

ey, but not without a struggle. 

The attitude of young George Farauhar toward the mercan¬ 

tile community is manifest in his first iolay. Love and a 

Bottle (1698).^ The character George Roebuck, an image of 

Farquhar himself,^ has just arrived in London (I) where he 

meets Lovewell, who inquires x*hy he has come* 

Love. But, upon serious reflection, Cou'd 
not you have liv'd better at home, by turn¬ 
ing thy Whore into a Wife, than here by turn¬ 
ing other Mens Wives into Whores? There are 
Merchants Ladies in London* and you must 
trade with them, for ought I see* 
Roeb* Ay, but is the Trade open? Is the 
manufacture ineourag'd* old Boy? 
Love, Oh, wonderfully! - a great many poor 
people live by't. Tho the Husbands are for 
engrossing the Trade, the Wives are altogeth¬ 
er for encouraging Interlopers* But I hope 
you have brought some small Stock to set up 
with. 

But the fullest expression of Farquhar'a feeling in all its 

vindictiveness is reserved for Alderman Smuggler, an old 

merchant in The Constant Couple (1699)*^ Again the brunt 

of the satire falls upon the religion of the merchant class, 

particularly upon the moral values implied by that reli¬ 

gion. In this respect Smuggler is portrayed as the most 

blatant of hypocrites. He praises his nephexv for reading a 

pious book, dislikes the park (I) because "the very Air . . . 

is heathenish, and every Man's Breath I meet scents of 

Atheism," and boasts of being instrumental in the Reformation 
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of Manners (II): 

I whipt all the Whores Out and Long-Tail, 
out of the Parish Ah! that leering 
Eye! Then 1 voted for pulling down the 
Play-house -■»-:• Ah that Ogle, that 0- 
gle! - - - Then my own pious Example ^ 
- - Ah that Lip, that Lip. 

But then after courting Lady Lurewell in the most lasciv¬ 

ious way, he admits to a fraudulent pose (III): 

You little Hogue, why I'm disguis'd as 
I am, our Sanctity is all outside, all 
Hypocrisy. 

The other characters recognize his shallowness, ridicule 

and abuse him unmercifully, and It appears that so foul a 

man deserves all that he gets. It goes without saying that 

Smuggler gives only lip service to the ideals of his class. 

The lack of principle in the character Is extended to 

include his habits as a tradesman. In the opening act of 

the play, he complains of the customs officials who have 

delayed his ship and accused him, unjustly it seems, of try¬ 

ing to import French wines in Spanish casks. But in the 

fifth act it is revealed that that is exactly what he was 

trying to do. Smuggler is described by his nephew, Vizard 

(IV), as a "knavish, precise, covetous, old Rogue" and by 

Lady Lurewell (V) as "a Compound of Covetousness, Hypocrisy, 

and Knavery." The sine of Smuggler and, by implication, of 

his class which Farquhar sought to correct by satire appear 

In the final admonition that Angelica offers to Smuggler (V): 

Wou'd you be thought an Honest Man, 
banish Covetousness, that worst Gout 
of Agej Avarice is a poor pilfering qual¬ 
ity of the Soul, and will as certainly 
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Cheat, as a Thief would Steal - Yfou'd 
you be thought a Reformer of the Times, 
be less severe in your Censures, less 
rigid in your Precepts, and more strict 
in your Example. 

Yet Farquhar was not wholly consistent in opposition to 

the merchant class, and the exceptional character is sig¬ 

nificant to a later phase of this analysis, 

John Vanbrugh’s The Confederacy (1705),® a play about 

Court-City rivalry, is the only one in the works of these 

three dramatists whose milieu is the City and which contains 

major characters of rank inferior to the gentry.9 This pe¬ 

culiarity is probably explained by the fact that the play 

is an adaptation of a French play, Florent Carton Dancourt's 

Les Bourgeoisie ^ JLg Mode, which was first produced in Paris 

in 1692.Vanbrugh followed his original closely but his 

reworking in English terms has been judged a far better 

play than Dancourt's was.The central situation in the 

play is one of City women aping the gentry: two wives form 

a confederacy to bilk their husbands of money for the support 

of their social pretensions. The husbands are two rich mon¬ 

ey scriveners, Gripe and Monytrap, neither of whom comes to 

much in the way of characterization. There is the usual 

pattern of people taking advantage of the mercantilist virtues 

and turning them against their practitioners so that the mer¬ 

chants appear as mere boobies and helpless pawns to the fash¬ 

ionable whims of the times. Thus Flippanta observes (III) 

that any marriage is suspect "where a Husband loves nothing 

but getting of money, and a Wife nothing but spending on't," 
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while later (V) she advises Clarissa, "Never Complain of 

his Avarice, Madam, as long as you have his Money." While the 

husbands are always complaining of their wives* extrava¬ 

gant tastes and ineffectually trying to resist the waste,'*'2 

other characters impugn the honesty.of the merchants by 

questioning their business practices. One. gets the feeling 

that the very assiduity which brought the wealth is temp¬ 

tation to anyone to make fair game of the witless merchant. 

Hence Flippanta's remark (III), "We'll try if we can pillage 

the Usurer, as he does other Folks," 

A minor character in Vanbrugh's The Provoked Wife 

(1697)13 announces himself. (IV) as "a dissenting Journey¬ 

man Tail or and draws dox^n the wrath of Sir John Brute who 

accuses him, "Then Sirrah, you love Lying by your Religion, 

and Theft by your Trade," and threatens bodily harm. The 

tailor pleads, "Pray good worthy Gentlemen, don't abuse 

me; Indeed I'm an honest Man, and a good Workman." But 

Sir John deprives him of his goods anyhow and the poor man 

leaves saying, "These courtiers are fuller of Tricks than 

they are of Money] they'll sooner cut a Man's Throat, than 

pay his Bill." The obsequious manner which Vanbrugh assumed 

tradesmen owed to Quality appears again in The Relapse (l696)lif 

in a scene which finds Lord Foppington entertaining his per-s 

sonal suppliers (I) - a Seamstress, Shoemaker, Hosier, and 

Perriwig-maker. All protest the quality of their workman¬ 

ship and by implication their skill as craftsmen, but the 

haughty lord denies any claim they may have to approbation. 
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The stereotyped caricature of the merchant as it appears 

in the plays of Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Farquhar represents 

the fullest development of the type; their comedies, partic¬ 

ularly those of the last decade of the seventeenth century, 

represent the apex of intense hostility toward.the trading 

classes even though the unfavorable caricature continues to 

appear for several decades. For this trend no single cause 

may be assigned, but a number of factors may have contri¬ 

buted to the continued harsh treatment of the merchant. One 

was: the influence of neoclassical dramatic criticism, which 
* \ 

emphasized generalized characterization while maintaining 

that, the didactic function of comedy was best fulfilled by 

using satire to ridicule characters who embodied vices.^ 

This attitude tended to give uniform characteristics to 
f ,• i 

social groups and often took exceptional members to be rep¬ 

resentative of an entire class. Another factor was the force 
) i 

of dramatic tradition which led playwrights to imitate ear¬ 

lier characters in an attempt to, emulate the success of the 

plays in which they appeared. , It is necessary to consider, 

however, that the Restoration stereotype of the merchant is 

not common to all comedies appearing after 1700, nor even 

to the comedies of the better dramatists. To an increasing 

extent as the century wore on, only the most inconsequential 

dramatists hewed to the old tradition* This seems to be a 
I * * 

tendency of common occurrence in the drama, and in other 

literary forms, too, for that, matter. Muriel Bradbrook 

notes it in discussing hov; Ben Jonson modified the devices 
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of formal rhetoric to suit the demands of the Jacobean 

theater, while at the same time, ". . . theatrical hacks 

clung to the older fashions.The observation applies 

equally well to the comedy of the early eighteenth century 

for a.s the following analysis will show, the merchant ster¬ 

eotype soon came to appear only in the crudest, most inept, 

plays. 

Susanna Centlivre wrote nineteen plays: two tragedies, 

three farces, and the rest comedies* Though The Beau* s Duel 

(1702)^^ and The Stolen Heiress (1702)-**® appeared earlier, 

L6ve<s Contrivance (1703) is the first of her comedies to 

contain a character who is a replica of the Restoration 

stereotype*"**^ As the subtitle of the play, Le Mfedioln 

malarfe lui. indicates Mrs. Centlivre borrowed from Molifere's 

play of the same name, and also from his Le Marlage forcfe.2^ 

The dramatist’s attitude toward the trading class appears 

in the prologue where a complaint on the difficulty of wri¬ 

ting comedy to suit every taste Includes these lines: 

The Merchant is for Traffick ev‘ry where, 
And values not the best, but cheapest V/are. 

The plot, is a familiar one. An inconsiderate father tries 

to force a recalcitrant daughter into raarralge with a rich 

old City knight who has been a Merchant Adventurer for thir¬ 

ty odd years and has amassed a fortune. The knight is a man 

of sense who is frugal and prudent, yet he is the most sat¬ 

irized character in the play* The idea that one so old should 

attempt marriage and children draws scornful remarks about the 

likelihood of his becoming a cuckold (I). He is made to admire 
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his betrothed in terms both greedy and lecherous (IV). The 

young lady tries to destroy his suit by wanting to live about 

St. James, far from the Exchange where the knight must spend 

much of his time (IV). She succeeds finally in frighten¬ 

ing him away by sketching the exorbitant demands which she, 

as a woman of fashion, will make upon his capital. The 

merchant can tolerate almost anything but the idea of a 

spendthrift wife. Since none of Mrs. Centlivre's later plays 

are so severe in their treatment of the merchant as the fore¬ 

going, they will be treated in another place. 

William Taverner's play, The Maid the Mistress (1708) 

abounds in the conventional remarks about cuckolded cits and 

the lasciviousness of City wives.The only character 

involved in trade is Stockwel, a stock jobber. In view of 

the derogatory remarks of Defoe and Steele about specula¬ 

tors, the extent to which such a dealer can be considered 

to represent the ideals of the mercantile community is doubt¬ 

ful. But the satire in the play appears to include not just 

Stockwel but the whole class of which he is a member. In 

Act III he describes himself: 

I have neither French nor English Gout, 
ho acquir'd or hereditary Distempers, a 
Hundred Thousand Pounds in my Focket, 
and Stock in Abundance; no Mortgage on 
my person or Estate. ... 

Stookwel courts Lady Upstart who rebuffs him because she 

does not want to leave St. James: 

I hate the City, 'tis full of nothing 
but Detraction, Avarice, Formality, and 
ill Manners; it's a meer Dutch warehouse! 
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Belinda ridicules his "Change-Alley Countenance" and his 

attempt to gain the lady’s affections by the same methods 

he uses to collect bad debts - dunning (IV). Though the 

other characters abuse him continuously, Stockwel maintains, 

"I am a Man of Integrity. . . (IV)." 

The plot of Mrs. Centlivre's Love1s Contrivance forms 

the essence of Newburgh Hamilton's The Petticoat-Plotter 

(1712), a farce in two1 acts.22 Mr. Thrifty, a merchant, is 

Impelled by avarice to insist-that his daughter Isabella 

marry Sir Simon Scrape-all, an old "usurer," rather than 

True-love, a worthy but poor young man with whom Isabella 

is in love. The play has the spare simplicity and allegor¬ 

ical quality of a morality; a tailor as the Vice helps true 

love conquer all in the end. True-love claims that Sir Si¬ 

mon's "sole Delight is fifty in the Hundred," and tells him, 

"you're now always poring on the Earth as you were to dig 

your Grave with your Eyes, or pierce to the Center to 

search for more Gold (I)." Both merchants ridicule love 

because it has no monetary value and are portrayed as the 

doting, lecherous types of earlier comedy whose virtues as 

tradesmen are turned against them. 

Charles Molloy wrote three plays, The Perplexed Couple 

(1715).23 The Coquet (1718). and The Half-Pav Officers 

(1720), all of which satirize citizens, but ohly the first 

portrays merchants in a manner similar to the stereotype. 

In malting a rather inept attempt to satirize the whole mer¬ 

chant class, Molloy Included three of its members in the 
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play: Morecraft, the heroine's father, Sterling, "an old 

usurer," and Sir Anthony Thinwit, "a citizen." In a plot that 

is by this time well worn, Morecraft designs his daughter, 

Lenora, for Sterling, the avaricious old merchant, though 

the girl loves a young man. To break the proposed allianoe, 

Lenora tells Sterling of all she will buy with his money; 

his sense of sobriety and frugality is offended at the idea 

of rash spending, so he retires from the scene (IV). There 

are the usual 'references to cuckolded cits, but few trait s 

are given the merchant characters which can’be equated, even 

by implication, with the ideals of the trading classes. 

Sterling, "Old Frugality (I)," is an uneven attempt to du¬ 

plicate the likes of Fondlewife, while Morecraft and Sir 

Anthony are given few traits which even when distorted 

would show acknowledgement of the mercantile ethic. 

In the plethora of ballad operas which appear in the 

wake of John Gay's highly successful Beggar*'s Opera (1728i2^ 

the Restoration stereotype of the merchant appears on sev¬ 

eral occasions. Charles Coffey's The Beggar's Wedding 

(1729)2^ presents Alderman Quorum, a justice of the peace, 

who escaped from prison to go to sea as a trader, amassed a 

fortune, and returned to the city to enjoy his new status (II). 

He is a severe father, blamed at one time for being avaric¬ 

ious, who is ridiculed as a crooked tradesman. Like Peachum 

in The Beggar* s Opera, he is a receiver of stolen goods who 

is in league with the beggars. The playwright clearly in¬ 

tended to ridicule the virtues of traders, but his portrayal 
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of the alderman Is so superficial that it lacks any real 

effectiveness. Sir Quibble Quibus in Coffey’s The Female 

Parson (1730is "An old debauch'd Justice of the Peace" 

who is very much like the lecherous stereotype but nothing 

is made of his being a tradesman. In The Devil to Pay 

(1731)»2^ Coffey seems to contradict his earlier opinion in 

a delightfully ambiguous air which makes an idyll of the 

small tradesman's life (I); 

Of all the* Trades from East to Wpst, 
The Cobler's past contending, 

Is like in time to prove the best, 
Which is ev'ry Day is mending. 

How great his Praise who can amend 
The Soals of all his Neighbours* 

Nor is unmindful of his End, 
But to his Last still labours* 

But the song is distinctly out of character because Jobb- 

son, the Psalm-singing cobler, is an arrogant, cantankerous 

man, striving to dominate his wife, fearful of cuckolding. 

It may be assumed that his success as a tradesman indicates 
• ‘.v , 

his adherence to the mercantilist virtues but, except for 

the song, these are never allowed to appear. 

The last play of the period under study which contains 

characters like the Restoration stereotype of the tradesman 

is Robert Drury's one-act ballad opera, The Mad Captain 
pD 

(1733)• The play presents two citizens, Pinch and Snip, 

whom Sly calls, "a brace of the Hungryest Rogues that ever 

kept Shop half open on a Holy-day." Pinch proclaims his 

honesty and patriotism but is abused by Sly as "a Rogue (who) 

talks of Conscience - that has taken thirty in the Hundred." 
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The citizens are made to look ridiculous as they are forci¬ 

bly inducted into the army. Pinch laments his condition: 

"'tls our Frugality has brought us into this Snare." Later 

in the play, Sly refers to them as "a brace of Trade-worms, 

mechanical Shop-keepers," and Drury emphasizes Snip's fear 

of cuckoldom. The citizens appear very much like their 

forebears among the harshly treated merchant characters, 

but it is significant that after-1728 no full length comedy, 

and no play of any lasting dramatic-merit, appeared which 

satirized the economic virtues of the trading classes. 

B. Attitudes in Transition 

While the Restoration stereotype of the merchant con¬ 

tinued in the foregoing plays, the better dramatists writing 

after 1700 show an increasing degree ofuncertainty about the 

satiric judgments of the mercantile community made by earlier 

playwrights. This fluctuation in attitude is illustrated 

well in the plays of William Burnaby and Thomas Baker, both 

of whom make a subtle but significant alteration In the sa¬ 

tiric method of the Comedy of Manners tradition. Though 

all their comedies, except Burnaby's Love Betrayed (1703),^ 

an adaptation of Twelfth Wight, give prominent attention to 

the social rivalry of the merchants and the gentry,3° their 

satiric Judgments are either suspended or applied equally 

to all classes. The generality of the satire is indicated 

by Will Fainlove, a pimp in Burnaby's play, The Modish Hus¬ 

band (1702),when he speaks of honesty (IV): 
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The world is grown pretty sincere in that 
Point, and an honest Man is a By-word: 
among the Wits it signifies a Fool, among 
Gamesters a Bubble. In the City he's a 
Cuckold, and at Court - EgadJ 'tis not 
us'd at all. 

The Implication of Burnaby's statement has already been 

noted, at least as it applied to Restoration comedy. The 

honest citizen could be duped by playing on his virtue and 

made to appear ridiculous because he had principles. Burn- . 

aby certainly implies that the fault lay not with the trades¬ 

man but with those who would capitalize on his virtues. 

Thus in The Reform'd Wife (1700)3^ Burnaby has Freeman, a 

footloose soldier, gloat over his possibilities as a man on 

the town,(I): 

Woe.be to some poor Dog of a Husband. . . 
Some Lord or Alderman, or perhaps some in¬ 
dustrious Merchant, that may be sweating 
at the Indies, while his Wife - ha, ha, ha,- 
- well, I am a Mischievous Dog. . . 

Diligence could indirectly bring folly but the merchant is 

not blamed. In the same play, Lady Dainty, a hypocondriac, 

believes that "little breeding" and "little wit" are char¬ 

acteristic of "the clumsy state of a Citizen, (II)," but Burn¬ 

aby ridicules her own absurd condition here and throughout 

the play. 

The only comedy of Burnaby's which contains a well devel 

oped merchant character is The Ladles Visiting-Day (1701),^ 

in which Sir Testy Dolt appears, superficially at least, as 

the usual kind of miserly, uxorious old husband with a soc¬ 

ially ambitious wife. His traits as a man of trade evoke 

the following comments from Polidore and Ned (I): 
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Ned: He's never out, Sir, Taut at Change- 
time, and his Ninepenny Club at Night* 
Pol»: Nay,She's as jealous as he is 
covetous; so that between the two evils* 
his Money and his Wife, there's not a 
Cuckold in the City more employ'd* 

His wife's pretensions have forced Sir Testy to take up 

residence among the;fashionable in the West End, but he is 

never able to adjust to the alien environment: through¬ 

out the play he orotests the costliness, shoddiness, and 

ostentation of the prodigal gentry. It is significant 

that though Sir Testy is like the stereotype of the doting 

and stingy merchant* Burnaby allows praise of the virtues 

which made him wealthy. In Act I Captain Strut admits to 

Sir Testy that extensive knowledge is "a Tradesman's Vir¬ 

tue, because he grows rich upon't." When the Captain 

accuses him of being dishonorable, Sir Testy replies, 

Honour! Yes I have, for I keep my 
Word, and Pay my Debts; and for Courage 
I defie all the Bayliffs in Thwn» which 
Is more than you can say, most Renown'd 
Captain. 

Most important is the change in the pattern of the conven¬ 

tional cuckolding ploti Near the end of the play Sir Testy 

is deceived into believing he has boei cuckolded, but the 

audience knows he has not. The humor of the situation is 

at his expense, but it lacks the bitter harshness of earlier 

similar scenes involving merchants. Nor does Burnaby stop 

•with alloxtfing his merchant to remain unhorned. The charact¬ 

er and integrity of the man are salvaged when Sir Testy de¬ 

clares (V), "I'll go to Doctor's Commons immediately, and be 

the first Citizen that ever had the honour of a Divorce." 
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One of the most revealing scenes in the play occurs 

when Sir Testy entertains suitors for the hand of his 

niece (I). Two of them are impoverished gentlemen while 

the third is a jrealthy merchant^who has been knighted. Sir 

Thrifty Gripe*s|description of himself reveals several of 

the traits that!the commentators on the character of the 
r ' i 

trading man had}praised. He is| 
j i 

no SkipiJaok, nor Courtier, but a solid, 
substantial Man G;ho will3 make a Bargain 
with any Man in the City, and defie him 
to go out with me - X have been too sharp 
for every Body I *ve dealt with; and have 
got an Estate by my own Industry. ... I 
live soberly, and mind the main Chance, I 
never spend a penny but in Coffee: I sell 
a short Yard, and pull down Play Bills, to 
show my aversion to the wickedness that *s 
practiced there. 

Sir Thrifty is a devout, practical man but his suit fails. 

Sir Testy Dolt reveals a certain magnanimity in his own 

character by refusing his peer on the grounds that he is 

too niggardly. 

Colley Cibber has come to be known as an inveterate 

synthesizer of plays, and Burnaby was not alone among the 

playwrights whose comedies Cibber remade. When one considers 

the popularity of Cibber*s plays, it is significant that 

the character of the ridiculous merchant never appears in 

his work. This might very well indicate that Gibber, who 

was a leading actor and..later a manager of Drury Lane Thea¬ 

ter, was wise enough not to offend the businessmen in his 

audiences, especially since so many of them had not attained 

the status of gentlemen. The only one of his early plays 
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to have a merchant character is The Double Gallant (1707),^ 

a pastiche of three contemporary comedies - Burnaby’s 

The Reform’d Wife and The Ladies Visiting-Day* and Mrs* 

Centlivre's Love at a Venture (1706)*^ Sir Testy Dolt 

and Sir Thrifty Gripe are taken over practically as Gibber 

found them with only minor alterations in language. Whether 

by choice or necessity* Gibber* like Burnaby* spreads his 

satire evenly to Include both merchants and gentlemen. 

A similar motive of satire is characteristic of the 

plays of Thomas Baker, whose intention is shown in the pro¬ 

logue to his first comedy, The Humour of the Age ('1701') 

To gain the Court* he calls the City, Fools* 
To please the Citts, the Court he ridicules* 

That he could apply the flail with equal fervor is borne 

out in his second play Tunbridge Walks (1703)"^ where we 

find Woodcook castigating the citizens (I) who were, by 

the way, violating the principles of the mercantilist eth- 

ici 

, The ^rodigal Git too takes a Wife only for 
, Conveniency to look after his Shop* while 
he goes a Stock-jobbing; grows Jealous from 
his own Imperfections, Swears she keeps com¬ 
pany with my Lord such a one* Sues out a Di¬ 
vorce right or wrong, and turns her out of 
Doors; then Spends her Fortune upon some 
Covent-Garden Miss. . . * 

Baker did not portray a merchant until he wrote his 

third play, An Act at Oxford. 39 v/hich was never performed 

but published in 1704. The play was revised and expanded 

to form Hampstead Heath (1705), with thev scene changed from 

Oxford to Hampstead and the character of Deputy Driver, “an 
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extraordinary Old Citt," more fully developed.*1'0 The char¬ 

acter Is unusual and not the stereotype because Baker makes 

clear the incongruity between Driver's practices and the 

ethical principles of his class* He is (I)- a "Stockjobber, 

State-Botcher,- the Terror of Strolling Strumpets, and chief 

Beggar-hunter," who protests that his actions are for the 

"Good of the Nation.11 While posing as the model of sobriety, 

Driver accuses a country squire of drinking on the sly and: 

threatens to have him "turn'd out of Commission, for a de¬ 

bauch'd Magistrate, and put into the Black List, for a Pro¬ 

moter of Gluttony and Drunkenness, in Opposition to frugal 

Sobriety, and the reform'd City of London." Mrs. ap Shiriken, 

a Welsh lady, gets to the heart of the matter when she tells 

Driver (II) he Is only "a Foundling, plodding Citt," who is 

devoid of principles, a charge the tradesman cannot deny. 

The manner in which the difficulties between Driver and his 

wife are resolved in Act V is interesting because of its ta¬ 

cit assumption of fundamental integrity in the character of 

the trading man. In the settlement of differences Driver 

asks that his wife yield her expensive tastes while she de¬ 

mands that he give over his niggardliness and mock propriety. 

It is obvious that Baker approved a reformation toward the 

ideals of the mercantile community. 

Baker,moved even closer,to synonymity with the mercan¬ 

tilist ethic in his last play, The Fine Lady' s Airs (l?08).^ 

In a scene reminiscent of Vanbrugh's The Relapse, Lady Ro- 

doraont, who is consistently ridiculed as the shallow woman of 
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fashion, holds a levee (I) for "obsequious mechanics" who 

supply her with the frilly things on which she thrives. 

Each of the tradespeople present their goods, which are abused 

by the fine lady because she is more interested in gossip. 

The tradesmen defend, the quality and desirability of their 

handiwork in a manner flattering to their skill as artisans. 

Later in the same act, Mrs. Lovejoy acknowledges the mercan¬ 

tilist virtues wheh she tells Lady Rodomont that the town is 

objecting to the way she is monopolizing all the gallants. 

She cites, 

My Lady Prudence Maxim, G*ho3 cries, A 
fine Estate is a fine Thing, finely man¬ 
ag’d, but to overdo at first, is to undo 
at last. And Mrs. Indigo, the Merchant's 
Wife, says, If you knew the getting on't, 
you wou'dn't spend it so fast. 

The veiled criticism of the morals of merchant's wives 

does not invalidate the maxims as economic virtues. 

The trading man in the play is an unusual dealer who 

"has turn'd Commerce into a Jest, and calls himself, The 

Ladies Merchant; for he imports nothing but Squirrels, 

Lap-dogs, and Guinea-piggs to insnare the Women (II}." 

Nicknack got into business quite by accident when his fa¬ 

ther, "with great Industry . . . Imported an Estate of Fif¬ 

ty Thousand Pounds, with greater Civility exported himself 

into the next world and left me all." A beau with an inter¬ 

est in foppery, Nicknack defends his occupation in a light¬ 

hearted way: 

Merchandize is but a sort of Gaming, and 
if I like it better than Hazard or Bassett, 
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why should any Man quarrel with my Genius 
• • • • 

He complains of the diligent application that is necessary 

for success in trade. 

. . . the greatest Misfortune that attends 
a Merchant is an indispensable Necessity 
of being ev'ry Day at Change. . . . Were 
it not to improve my Inf rest with the La¬ 
dies, I wou'd forswear all Manner of Bus' 
ness, and grow perfectly idle, like a Danc¬ 
ing-Master* s Brains. 

Nicknack is on the whole well treated, for though his follies 

are satirized, he possesses many redeeming qualities both as 

a beau and as a merchant. 

Richard Steele's third oomedy, The Tender Husband, 

was performed in 1705. ^ His earlier plays, The Funeral 

(1701),^ and The Lying Lover (1703)^ are notable for the 

way they avoid any mention of the business community. Part 

of the love interest in The Tender Husband centers around 

Biddy Tipkin, a City heiress and the wealthy niece of a 

merchant whom Pounce describes (I) as "an absolute Lom¬ 

bard-Street Wit, a Fellow that droles on the strength of 

Fifty Thousand Pounds, He is call'd on Change, Sly-Boots, 

and by the force of a very good Credit, and a very bad 

Conscience, he is a leading Person." As the tone of jocu¬ 

lar ridicule indicates, Banker Tipkin bears many resemblances 

to the stereotype; he is old, avaricious, and mercenary; 

yet at the same time he is not the object of satire. Steele 

portrays him as neither dullard nor cuckold but as a clever, 

industrious man \irho is cautious about dispensing the fortune 

which his intelligence and acumen have produced. His sister 
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is “to live with Prudence and Frugality, as we do In Lom¬ 

bard Street,11 an existence which Biddy decries as unfash¬ 

ionable. The play does not by any means exalt the life? 

and virtues of the merchant, but neither does it distort 

them for the purposes of satire. Because of his stout de¬ 

fense of the-Ideals of the business community at a.later 

time, it is difficult not to believe that Steele, at least 

in The Tender Husband, sought to mingle his own principles 

with the popular image of the merchant so as to insure the 

success of his play. 

Mrs. Gentllvre's Love1s Contrivance is her only play 

in which the merchant is satirized in the conventional way. 

From this time onward her attitude becomes decidedly more 

equivocal until it finally changes altogether. The Game¬ 

ster (1705) has no merchant characters and but' one passing * . ' * 

remark about the morals of City wives.^ The. Basset Table,^ 

performed the same year, has a prominent character in "Sir 

Richard Plainman, formerly a Citizen, but now lives in Co¬ 

vent Carden," and also "Sago, a drugster in the City, very 

fond of his Wife." Mrs. Centlivre distinguishes between 

merchants and tradesmen to praise one and satirize the 

other. Hence in the same play a new attitude is manifested 

alongside a traditional portrayal of the foolish cit. Al¬ 

though Sir Richard is no longer a practicing merchant, his 

actions are dictated by the principles of the mercantilist 

class. Having retired from business to enjoy his wealth in 
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the genteel part of town, he is the image of the practical 

rugged individualist who is intensely patriotic, proud of his 

accomplishments, dedicated to the ideals of manhood and the 

virtues of his class. His ambition for his daughter is "to 

marry, her to a man of Honour, Probity, and Courage (I)" so 

as to "raise Heirs, - and Supporters of my Name (III)." 

Against her protests he declares it his right to choose, 

"since.I knew the getting of the Estate, *tis fit I shou'd 

dispose of it. . . ." His rigorous practicality is shown 

by his reaction (III) to his daughter’s collection of bio¬ 

logical specimens, a hobby which he considers superfluous 

entertainment. In contrast to the favorable light in which 

Sir Richard is shown, Sago is the typical simple-minded, 

uxorious tradesman whose wife's passion for the fashionable 

and for gaming nearly drives him to ruin. Sago is avari¬ 

cious, obsequious, and stupid, the only difference between 

him and the stereotype being that he is not cuckolded. 

In The Platonlok Lady (1706) Mrs. Centllvre resolves 

the plot by revealing that the hero is actually the son of 

of a merchant and is rich by Inheritance, but the character¬ 

ization makes no specific,acknowledgement of mercantilist 

principles.^ She returns to merchant characters in The 

Busie Body (1709),^ her most popular comedy,^ and here 

again we find the same equivocal attitude toward them. 

Sir Francis Gripe and Sir Jealous Traffick are the merchants, 

both of whom bear many resemblances to their Restoration 

forebears. They are old, avaricious, and suspicious while 
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Gripe, a usurer, is also a lecher, yet neither of the por¬ 

traits is wholly unfavorable. Gripe may be parsimonious and 

hateful to the young folk in the play, but his caution in 

regard to money ultimately redounds to their benefit and 

they realize it. Sir Jealous Traffics has a humor for 

Spanish customs, becomes quite a comic figure because of 

it, but is never subjected to the harsh ridicule that Wy¬ 

cherley or Congreve might have given him.' , At play’s end, 

when the young people have duped him and married, he apol¬ 

ogizes for his severity and becomes more than a mere cari¬ 

cature when he says (17), 

I always lov'd Precaution, and took care 
to avoid Dangers. But when a thing was 
past, I ever had Philosophy to be easie. 

The sequel to The Busy Bodie. Mar-nlot (1710), con¬ 

tinues with the second generation characters from the earlier 

play.-5° Both the old merchants have died and the only re¬ 

marks about them are words of praise. A Spanish merchant 

is introduced and is almost cuckolded by a wayward wife, 

but in the fifth act she comes back to the fold. The por¬ 

trait of the merohant is entirely laudatory; the offense to 

his dignity is erased by the final triumph of virtue. 

The plays, examined in this section provide evidence of 

the gradual process by which the attitude of the comic play¬ 

wrights toward the mercantile community altered according to 

the changing demands of the times. As the merchant arose in 

status to become a potent force in the city and nation, the 

dramatists were forced to acknowledge his presence and to 
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see virtues where only faults had appeared before. These 

plays reveal that while the stereotyped caricature of the 

merchant characteristic of Restoration comedy lived on in 

the later drama, new elements appeared to exist alongside 

the old. The survey of plays in the next chapter will attempt 

to discover the extent to which the new attitude toward the 

trading class came to predominate in the comedy of the period. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE FAVORABLE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MERCHANT 

Within the chronological limits of this study, the 

earliest favorable portrait of a merchant in a play which 

is not a translation from a foreign source appears in 
1 

George Farquhar1s comedy, The Twin Rivals (1702)* The 

tradesman is Falrbank, a goldsmith, who has a minor role 

in the third act* The hero of the play, Young Ben Wou'dbee, 

has gone into debt by spendthrift ways, and Falrbank has 

attempted to collect his money. Having been rebuffed, he 

is taking stock of the situation when the elder Wou*dbee, 

Hermes, returns to the scene unannounced In disguise as a 

poor man. In the ensuing dialogue Falrbank serves the 

dramatic function of relating what has happened while the 

other character was absent, but he is more than a mere 

device. He tells Hermes, 

Wou’d you believe It, Sir, as I offer’d to go in 
just now, the rude Porter push’d me back with 
his Staff* - I am at this present (thanks to 
Providence and my Industry) worth twenty 
thousand Pounds* I pay the fifth part of this 
to maintain the Liberty of the Nation; and yet 
this Slave, the impudent Swiss Slave, offer'd 
to strike me. 

Hermes obviously admires this man of substance and sympa¬ 

thises with his plight, a feeling Falrbank reciprocates 

by inviting the other to dine in his home* Far from being 

Insulted by the invitation, Hermes declines graciously: 

Grameroy Citizen! Surely if Justice were an 
Herald, she wou’d give this Tradesman a- nobler 
Coat of Arms than my Brother. 
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The bitterly hostile tone characteristic of Farquhar1 s 

treatment of Alderman Smuggler in The Constant Couple is 

wholly absent here. The goldsmith is presented as a capable, 

sincere, and honest man who has a legitimate cause for 

complaint. The favorable tone is heightened by the sym¬ 

pathy the tradesman, receives from the aristocrat in the 

scene, a marked contrast to the usual stream of invective 

seen in similar situations in other comedies of the period,. 

The tradesman describes the ways his industry has improved 

his status in a manner that inspires respect. In the final 
! I . 

lines of the scene, Farquhar allows Hermes to recognize 

his fundamental integrity and to respect the traits that 

have made him a commercial and financial success. 

In the preface to-.the comedy, Farquhar states that 

he has decided to yield to the. demands of Collier in 

writing the play: 

I thought indeed to have soothed the splenetic 
seal of the city, by making a gentleman, a 
knave, and punishing their great grievance - 
a whoremaster. , . * 

The fact that he was trying to palliate the feelings of 

the City may account for the favorable portrait of the 

goldsmithAnother possible cause is political: Farquhar, 

along with Congreve, Addison, Rowe, Steele, Vanbrugh, 
2 

Cibber, and MrsI Centllvre, was a Whig, but at a time 

when party affiliation did not imply sympathy for the 
3 

business eommunityj so the degree to which his attitude 

can be attributed to political loyalty is purely conjectural^ 
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Whatever the cause may he, the prats© of-the mercantilist 

virtues implicit in the portrait makes it notable as the 

first such treatment of the merchant in native comedy of 

the period*, 

Political loyalties do not become an Important factor 

contributing to a change in attitude toward the mercantile 

community until the turbulent years around 1710. 

. ... .It was not until the political debates 
preliminary to the Treaty of Utrecht that 
political rivalry was clearly and emphatically 
©repressed by official propagandists in terms 
of the central social rivalry in comedy, 
that between gentry and merchant. 4 

The strident journalistic debates of these years were 

pervaded by enmities similar to those appearing in comedy: 

“the Tory journalists championed the squires and castigated 

the merchants. * . j the Whig journalists laughed at the 

squires and exalted the merchants as the creators of 
5 

the wealth of England.1' The arguments soon had an 

effect on dramatic criticism that is shown by increasingly 

frequent allusions to the triteness and offensiveness of 

the stereotype, such as Addison's remark in Spectator 
' 6 

Ho. 34 noted earlier. The increasing importance attached 

to party loyalties and the political alignment of the 

dramatists undoubtedly affected the attitude toward the 

commercial class, but the replacement of the stereotype 

with a more favorable character of the trading man may also 

be attributed to the fact that the major playwrights after 

1710, Steele, Cibber, and Mrs. Centllvre, were all Whigs 
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and* If they v/ere loyal, bound to promote the cause of the 

merchants. 

• The comedies of Susanna Centlivre which appeared 

during the second decade of the century reflect the poli¬ 

tical changes of the times, for the stereotyped caricature 

of the merchant no longer appears in her work. Both The 
7 

Wonder; a Woman Keens a Secret (171A) and A Bold Stroke 
8 

for a Wife (1718) present a young merchant who is the 

confidant of the chief male character. The outstanding 

characteristic of the portrayal is that while the merchant 

is treated with respect and even with praise for his other 

qualities, there is no specific recognition, much less 

laudation, of the virtues which we found were associated 

by the mercantilists with economic success. In the earlier 

play the character is an English merchant who conducts 

business In Portugal. There he finds that his sooial life 

is inhibited by inferior status. Don Lopez, an aristocrat, 

tells him (I), 

’Tis pity indeed such excellent Parts as you 
are Master of, should be eclipsed by mean 
Extractioni 

He is never allowed to transgress the rigid boundaries 

between the classes, but the “excellent Parts" he is said 

to possess become steadily more apparent. He protests the 

"sacrifice" of Isabella, the daughter of Don Lopez, in a 

marriage of convenience to a man whom he describes as "Age, 

Avarice, and a Fool." Thus does he disapprove of the traits 

which earlier playwrights had ridiculed In his own kind. 
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By Act III ho has come to appear a3 a cultured man with 

commendable tastes and ambitions, and when he says, "i am 

not conscious of any dishonorable Action to any Man. > 

there is no reason to deny his veracity. The merchant 

appears a3 a loyal and trustworthy friend whom Colonel 

Britton praises (III) as a "very honest Follow-," but his 

status as a man of trade and the economic principles 

which may have affected that status are never mentioned. 

A similar method of characterisation is to be found 

in A Bold Stroke for a Wife, the only play of Mrs. Cent- 
9 

livre’s for which she claims complete originality. The 

merchant In this play, Freeman, friend to Colonel Fatnwell, 

is if anything even more admirable as a man than Frederick 

of The Wonder, perhaps because the plot and English setting 

permitted greater development of his character. Freeman 

decries avarice and hypocrisy (I), soon appears as a 

witty, intelligent and capable young man, but his virtues 

as a tradesman never come to light. The favorable light 

in which he is cast is intensified by the contrast with 

Tradelove, a Change-Broker, who is the object of the 

play’s strongest satire, apparently because of the Whig 
10 

tendency to see stock-jobbers as parasites. In Act I 

Sackbut, a tavern keeper, describes him as, 

v-', v..;.. ,a Fellow that will out-lie the Devil 
for the Advantage of Stock, and, cheat his 
Father that got him in a Bargain: He is : > 
a great Stickler for Trade, and hates every 

’ thing that wears a Sword, 
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Tradelove Is represented as an absolute slave to speculation. 

His humour makes possible further laughter at his expense 

when Fainwell dupes him on his own grounds: the frenzied 

and exciting atmosphere of Jonathan’s Coffee-House In 

Exchange Alley (IV), Up to this point, however, the ab¬ 

surdities of Tradelove have served well to heighten the 

character of Freeman as a man of probity and undeniable 

good sense. 

A different attitude toward the dealer in stocks 
11 

appears in Colley Cibber’s play, The Refusal (1721), 

which presents Sir Gilbert Wrangle, a rich citizen and 

South Sea director. Though Cibber’s ultimate source of 
12 

inspiration was Moli'ere’s Les Femmes Sayantes. it 

appears that the conception of the merchant was wholly 

his because of the topical nature of the action in which 
13 

the merchant figures. The merchant is a dealer in 

stocks handling speculative issues for others, but un¬ 

like Trodelove in Mrs. Centlivre’s play, he is a rash 

man of substance in his own right who is neither a foolish 

gambler nor a stupid man. This perhaps explains why one 

character is satirized and the other is not. In any 

event Cibber’s portrait of Sir Gilbert Wrangle, while 

retaining some elements of the stereotype, is sympathetical¬ 

ly drawn so as to appear much more human and real than 

any previous merchant in comedy. The play is notable 

for the way it alters earlier critical values: the tra¬ 

ditional figure of the gallant as the man of wit, opposed 
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to the stolid and sensible man, is replaced by two 

characters, G-ranger and Frankly, who speak proudly of 

themselves as men of sense (I), and for the manner in which 

the conventional social orientation is altered: Cibber 

propagandises openly in defending the right of the merchant 

class to claim equal status with the gentry (III). 

Sir Gilbert Wrangle is developed as a character with 

a large fund of good sense and an unequivocal devotion to 

probity In all matters of business. In Act I Granger? 

suggests that Sir Gilbert is judged an honest man to which 

Frankly replies, 

.. . . (he Is3 a good sort of a mercantile 
Conscience; he is punctual in Bargains, 
and expects the same from others: he will 
neither steal, nor cheat, unless he thinks 
he has the Protection of the Law: then 
indeed, as most thriving Men do, he thinks 
Honour and Equity are chimerical Motions. 

Granger. That is he bluntly professes what 
other People practice with more Breeding. . . .. 

The scene following the first encounter of Granger and 

Frankly with the merchant finds him taking orders for the 

purchase of stock and making comments about his customers 

that are revealing of his own character. He ridicules a 

speculator as Man Extravagant Puppy,1’ derides another for 

having no conscience, refuses to deal with "Popish countries," 

praises Ingenuity, damns a whimsical nature ("i don’t 

understand that sort of Wisdom"), and refuses to doal with 

a wit because "if the Puppy leaves off playing the Fool, 

he’s undone." Sir Gilbert likes plays because they keep 

his wife three hours from home and feigns a distaste for 
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formal learning. At the same time h© exhibits a vast 

knowledge of the mechanics of trade and an uncommon aware¬ 

ness of classical literature. 

The central situation of the play develops from Sir 

Gilbert’s strong sense of probity in business dealings, 

in particular his belief that a bargain fairly made cannot 

be broken (III). Before the play begins Sir Gilbert has 

made a wager with Witling, a fop, that South Sea stock, 

tfhlch is low at the moment, will not reach a thousand and 

that If it does, Witling may take in marriage either of 

his beautiful daughters. V/hen the stock does go over a 

thousand and ’Witling wins the wager in addition to a 

fortune in stock, Sir Gilbert feels bound to stand by his 

terms of the agreement: 

. . .Accounts must be mad© up - I have taken 
the Premium, and must stand to my Contract: 
For let me tell you, Sir, we Citizens are as 
tender of our Credit in Change-Alley, as you 
fine Gentlemen are of your honour at court. 

The agreement is broken when the girls and their beaux 

deceive Witling into yielding the contract, but Sir 

Gilbert has no part in their maneuvers a.nd his integrity 

a,s a merchant remains intact to the end. At the close 

of the play he offers some sage advice to any who will 

heed it: exchange your stock for hard cash because the 

market cannot maintain its present heights. Such a manner 

is distinctly new in the comedy of the period. Sir Gilbert 

possesses the mercantilist virtues in abundance yet in 

good proportion. Cibber treats him as a man deserving of 
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respect and admiration with scarcely a hint of the old 

harsh ridicule directed toward the aged, stingy, lecher. 

Sir Richard Steele’s last play, The Conscious Lovers 

(1722),,can be interpreted in a variety of ways depending 
1 14 

upon the point of view and the intentions of the critic.. 

It has been called an "exemplary'’ comedy in which the love 

gam© features participants whose dominant traits are reason 
15 

and benevolence; the central interest of the comedy is 

"sentimental;" it "may be reckoned as a full-blown example 
16 

of the new species," and is "universally considered" as 

the most typical example of the genre of "sentimental" 
17 

comedy. The play is motivated by moral and sentimental 

preoccupations which are sincere, "but superficial and tan- 
18 

instructed," Steele’s substitute for artistically sound 

dramatic construction was "a lavish ingenuity in elaborating 
19 

intricacies of plot," which seldom succeeded. Other 

examples could be cited but these show the concern of 

earlier criticism for those characteristics which make 

Steele's plays what Hazlitt called "homilies in dialogue," 

and not with the relation of the play to the society of 

the time. Yet the dramatic qualities of the play and its 

specific traits as a certain kind of comedy notwithstanding, 

The Conscious Lovers remains an illuminating document in 

the history of the relation of the mercantile class to 

comedy. 

Professor John Loftis has shorn that the genesis of 
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the play io to be found In Steele's earlier writings in the 

periodicals, The Tatler of 1709-10, The Spectator of 1711-12, 

The G-uardian of 1713, and The Englishman (first series) of 
20 

1713-14. In line with his rejection of the satirical method 

of the Restoration playwrights in the periodicals, Steele ad¬ 

hered to a didactic purpose in making his play a pattern for 

virtuous living and his central character, Bevil, Jr., a 

model of all the traits Steele associated with the highest 

kind of virtue. After the political debates of the second 

decade of the century, Steele's didacticism assumed the added 

burden of forwarding the cause of his party, and in this re¬ 

spect The Conscious Lovers "epitomizes the arguments of the 
21 

Whig controversialists," yet is only the most celebrated 

of several plays with similar purposes, such as those of 

Mrs. Centlivre noted above. 

Steele's praise of the mercantilist virtues, whether 

prompted by honest admiration or party loyalty, centers in the 

character of Mr, Sealand, the merchant whose daughters fill 

out the love scheme of the play. Somewhat in the manner of 

Mrs. Centlivre and his own periodical writings, Steele is less 

concerned, with Intrinsic values in the economic ethics of the 

tradesman that with proving to the world that the entire class 

deserved from society recognition of its accomplishments, of 

its importance to the nation, and of its consequent right to 
22 

a higher social status. The traditional class conflict of 

the typical Restoration comedy is reversed so that the role of 

the characters who are members of the merchant class are 
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exalted while the representatives of the gentry, Mrs, 

Sealand and Sir John Bevil, are ridiculed for their pre¬ 

tensions to honor and good breeding. The clash between 

opposing groups reaches its climax when Mr. Sealand and 

Sir John discuss the possibility of marriage to unite 

the two families (IV), Distressed with the snobbishness 

of his antagonist, Mr. Sealand says, 

Sir, as much a Git as you take me for - I 
know the Town, and the World - and give me 
leave to say, that we Merchants are a 
Species of G-entry, that have grown into the 
World this last Century, and are as honour¬ 
able, and almost a.s useful, as you landed 
Polks, that have always thought yourselves 
no much above us; For your trading, forsooth! 
is extended no farther, than a Load of Hay, 
or a Pat Ox - You are pleasant People, in¬ 
deed; because you are generally bred up to be 
lazy, therefore, I warrant you, Industry is 
dishonourable. 

The tension between the classes is resolved when Mr. 

Sealand permits his daughter to marry Sir John’s son, an 

event which leaves the distinct impression that what had 

been considered traditionally as a move which would lower- 

status and corrupt the breed Is instead an improvement in 

the quality of the gentry. The prodigal leisure of the 

Idle rich class could not help benefiting from an in¬ 

fusion of parsimonious habits and unremitting industry. 

Mr. Sealand clearly admires the doctrine of untiring 

labor as a duty of every man. Besides the praise of in¬ 

dustry in the speech quoted above, the example of his own 

life confirms his adherence to the mercantilist virtues. 

In Act I Bevil, Jr,, describes him as, 
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a Younger Brother of an Ancient Family, and 
originally an Eminent Merchant of Bristol; 
who, upon repeated Misfortunes, was reduced 
to go privately to the Indies, In this re- 
treat Providence again grew favourable to 
his Industry, and, in six Years time, restored 
him to his former Fortunes. 

Assiduous labor v/as not the only reason for his success. 

Sealand admires Indiana for her prudence, and indicates 

his own interest in thrift by a derogatory allusion to 

the sin of gluttony (V), Steele In no way makes him 

appear, however, as the miserly tradesman of Restoration 

comedy. As if to heighten the imago of Sealand as the 

generous man of means, the strongest satire In the play 

Is reserved for the ’’Formal, Philosophical, Pedant!ck 

Coxcomb” Cimberton whose overweening humor is avarice, 

Thus Myrtle declares (II), 

For the Sot, with all these crude notions of 
divers© things, under the direction of great 
Vanity, and very little judgment, chews his 
strongest Bias is Avarice; which Is so predom¬ 
inant in him, that he will examine the Limbs 
of his Mistress with the Caution of a Jockey, 

.and pays no more Compliement to her personal 
..Charms, than. If she were a meer breeding'.Animal. 

The satirical attack upon avarice as distinguished from 

the milder forms of frugality is one more factor in the 

entirely favorable treatment of the mercantilist virtues. 

The year 1728 is a date of some consequence to the 

study of the relationship between the mercantile community 
23 

and the theater. On© of the manifestations of the general 

change In the tenor of comedy Is a rapid decline In the 

number of plays embodying the stereotype of the merchant, 
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a tendency analyzed in Chapter III. At the same time the 

number of favorable portraits of the merchant appearing in 

comedy increases rapidly* Whereas from 1702 to 1728 no 
24 

more than six such comedies appear, between 1728 and 

1737, eight comedies were performed which treat the mer¬ 

chant sympathetically. Since these plays obviously were 

not all cast in the same mold, it seems most fruitful to 

examine the plays according to the extent to which they 

resemble the conventional treatment of the merchant in plays 

of the Restoration tradition. Thi3 method reveals most 

clearly the departures from that tradition* 

John Hipplsley's farce in two acts, A Journey to 

Bristol (1731), begins with a characterization of a 
25 

merchant that has all the marks of the stereotype. 

Mr. Doubtful, a merchant of the city of Bristol, is 

described as having a "great deal of Money, and much 

Goods in his Warehouse, and Ships at Sea. . he does 

not use his Wife nor his Money, neither, he doth lock ’em 

up. (I)u The merchant's wife claims that his "jealousy 

and Covetousness are insupportable, (I)" He will trust 

neither his wife nor his money away from himself except 

upon good security. As if the stigma of avariciousness 

were not enough, he is characterized further as a sus¬ 

picious and domineering husband who has a morbid fear of 

being made a cuckold. Thus except for the element of 

lechery, Mr. Doubtful embodies most of the elements of the 

stereotype. Such a character makes a plot based on the 
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cuckolding maneuver inevitable, and the third person 

appears as Sanguin, a young gallant who is soon in heated 

pursuit of the merchant’s wife. Although the merchant is 

never ridiculed for his economic practices, his vices pro¬ 

voke his wife to attempt to cuckold him, but, in a radical 

departure from the usual sequence of events, she returns 

to the fold with her chastity undefiled because her hus¬ 

band resolves to give over his evil ways. The reformation 

of the merchant comes when he realizes the value of his 

wife in terms other than those of money. While still be¬ 

lieving he has been cuckolded, he tells her, “Riches have 

lost their Value with me - Since they cou'd not keep you 

mine, I dlspise ’em (II).“ He promises to relinquish his 

covetousness and asks her forgiveness, which she grants. 

The play ends on the note of a reconciliation in the form 

of a return to virtue in which peace and contentment reign. 

The didactic intention of the piece is obviously to show 

how the principles which make a man a successful merchant 

can be turned into vices which threaten the harmony of his 

life. In this respect, the play resembles Gibber’s Love * s 

Last Shift in having the scene of the grand reformation in 

the last act after1all sorts of crudeness had gone before* 

Yet however hypocritical the device may seem, the total 

impression of the character of the merchant is one of sym¬ 

pathy for his plight; the occasional ridicule of his habits 

and actions in the first act does not detract from the 

overall intention of the dramatist to present him in a 
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The same basic plot appears in Henry Fielding’s "brisk 
26 

little farce," The Letter Writers; or, A Hew Way to Keen 
27 

A VJife at Home (1731). Mr. Wisdom is a merchant with a 

flirtatious wife, but he might be any husband in a similar 

situation because Fielding makes only the barest allusions 

to his occupation. There is a hint of the conventional 

charge of mammonism in the attempt of Mr. Wisdom, after he 

has falsely accused his v/ife, to buy her forgiveness with 

presents (I,vii), but on the whole the ridicule of the 

merchant is more apparent than real; that which does 

appear is directed toward characteristics which bear little 

relation to the economic ethic of the mercantilist. 
28 

James Killer’s comedy, The Man of Taste (1735), is 

dominated by the theme of merchant-gentry rivalry in a 

manner similar to that in the earlier plays of Baker and 

Burnaby, Based upon MoHere’s L’Ecole des marls and Les 
29 

Precleuses ridicules, it presents a merchant, Sir Humphry 

Iienpeck, who he.s been forced by the women in his life to 

reside in the alien environment of the West End, Although 

Miller capitalises on the comedy latent in such a situation, 

he does not abuse the cha.ra.cter as one unable to adjust to 

the genteel life. He seems rather more concerned with 

satirising the folly and shallowness of social pretensions 

regardless of the class of people involved. The pervading 

tone appea.rs in Act I when Maria challenges her uncle's 

language: 
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Dear Sir* what you say is perfectly Cit-like, 
I ' m aoham' d to hear you talk thus: Nov; you are 
come to live at the polite part of the World, 
you ought to learn a better Air in things. 

Sir Humphry replies with a judgment like Swift’s of the 

Aeolists: air means nothing but unadorned honesty and per¬ 

sonal integrity do. The merchant resents the social aspira¬ 

tions of his vrifo, daughter and niece, and their repeated 

abuse of the traits, such as frugality, industry, and so¬ 

briety, which he reveres as the most laudable guides to the 

proper conduct of business and life. He complains of his 

wife (I), 

I must leave off my Business, which brought me 
in at least a Thousand a Year, because getting 
Money was low and servile. 

The image of the merchant as the non-conforming member of 

a society he detests becomes more concrete as the play pro¬ 

gresses; all the characters seem to echo the a,ttitude of 

his wife who isolates and tries to dominate him while 

ridiculing his "barbarous Rusticity of Behaviour (I,v)." 

It cannot be denied that Miller makes fun at Sir Humphry’s 

expense, but the satire is directed at the character as a 

weak willed husband and not at the man of trade. The es¬ 

sential integrity which Miller saw in the merchant, along 

with the sympathetic nature of the portrayal as a whole, 

becomes obvious at play's end. Disgusted with the shoddy 

ambitions of his family, Sir Humphry orders an abrupt end 

to their life among the gentry. He asks (V), "What the 

Duce had I to do on this side Temple-Bar?" After further 



consideration he makes the decision: 

*Sbud I’ll go and Ransack all their'Drawers, and 
burn every Play, Song, Opera, or Verse that comes 
in my- way; destroy all their Washes, Paint and 
Pomatum, twist the Parrot’s Heck, and kick the 
Monkey out of Doors; and to Morrow I’ll go and 
get my self unknighted again, and return to my 
old House. There a wealthy honest Citizen meets 
with some respect. . . • 

Hence this play also retains the rich and cantankerous 

old merchant for comic effect, but he is abused neither 

as a lecher nor a cuckold, nor are the ethical precepts of 

his social class distorted so as to appear as absurdities. 

To attain a similar effect, Miller introduced a merchant 
30 

into The Coffee-House (1737) a play which he admits in 

the Preface was "taken from a Comedy of one Act written 

many fears ago In French by the famous Rousseau, call’d 
: „ 31 ' ‘ V 

Le Caffe. ..." The woman who owns the coffee-house of 

the title has inherited the property from her husband and 

proposes to marry her daughter, kitty, to a rich, old scrive¬ 

ner, Harpie. The plan fails because of the recalcitrance of 

Kitty and the intervention of a gallant,,and the tradesman 

is reproved for having had designs on so young a woman. 

Harpie is little more than an absurd caricature; he has an 

inordinate lust for the lav; and "Politicks," which intensi¬ 

fies his appearance as a fool. Although he is ridiculed for 

his humor and his pretensions as a lover, Harpie’s character 

as a man of trade is never mentioned; in terms of social 

status, he might well be a representative of any class. Of 

additional significance in the play Is the egalitarian theme 
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exemplified by the proposed marriage of the daughter of a 
32 

low-caste tradesman to a member of the gentry. 

Another of Fielding’s comedies in two acts, The Intriguing 
33 

Chambermaid (1734), exploits the prodigal son theme by pre¬ 

senting a series of escapades performed by a spendthrift son, 

Valentine, of a wealthy merchant, Master Goodal. The merchant 

has been voyaging to the cape on business and returns home 

unexpectedly near the end of the play. Unaware of his son’s 

activities, he is optimistic about the, effects of his teach¬ 

ings (II, i): 

I warrant you, he is every Day in the Alley, 
Stocks have gone just as I imagined, and if he 
followed my Advice he must have assumed a vast 
Sum of Money. 

When the extravagant habits of his son come to light, Master 

G-oodal attests to his zeal for conservative spending by dis¬ 

inheriting the prodigal. Once his expectations vanish, 

Valentine’s friends from the gentry abandon him, and the 

shock of the event reconciles him to his father. The moral 

of the action is voiced by Master G-oodal (II, ix): 

I hope, Valentine, you will make the only Return 
in your Power to my paternal Tenderness in for¬ 
giving you; and let the Misery you so narrowly 
escap’d, from your former Extravagancies, be a 
Warning to you for the future. 

While ridiculing the aristocrats in the piece for their 

snobbery and social presumptiveness, Fielding portrays the 

merchant sympathetically by commending his traits both as 

a man and as a mercantilist* 
34 

William Popple’s comedy, The Lady’s Revenue (1734), 
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is notable for the way it distorts a familiar plot so as to 

present a merchant favorably* The conventional cuckolding 

plot features a dour, stupid old merchant whose overweening 

interest in the mercantilist virtues disrupts his marriage, 

with the implication that his personal boorishness and cu¬ 

pidity force his wife to look elsewhere for excitement. In 

Popple’s play the merchant’s wife has been seduced before her 

marriage, but once wed to Sir Peregrine Traffick, she refuses 

to violate her vows. Sir Peregrine dies at sea before the 

action begins? Sir Harry Lovejoy, the original seducer, re¬ 

turns to court the bereaved wife; yet even Sir Harry, the 

man who has most reason to dislike the merchant, speaks of 

him in the most sympathetic terms (I), Thus “honest Sir 

Peregrine” made a "Gentleman’s Offer” of marriage to Lucia 

because he loved her and not because of her dowry or her 

physical charms, Nov; the merchant is dead and "Gone to 

Heaven, . . .and the generous good-natur’d Creature, left 

his Widow all he had*, . . Sir Peregrine, "like a prudent 

Man,. .made his Will before he went,. . so that his 

wife is now financially secure, though lacking her husband’s 

provident ways,, she is growing prodigal (III), • Although 

Bernbaura concludes that Popple "was unable to lend to his 
35 

scenes or characters any effect of novelty, perhaps be¬ 

cause he was judging the play’s dramatic qualities, the 

alteration of the conventional cuckolding plot so as to render 

it Innocuous to the mercantile community is distinctly unusual 

and of real significance in the way the play testifies to a 
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revised attitude toward the merchant class• 

In the last two plays to be included in this study, the 

attitude toward the merchant class expressed by the comic 

playwrights seems to have come full circle from the apex of 

the stereotype in Congreve. In one respect there is evidence 

of the change in critical attitudes which Is usually associated 

with the rise of the "new” comedy of the post-Collier period, 

that is, the belief that comedy should both delight and teach 

with emphasis on the latter function. The outcome was a 

tendency to utilize comedy for the forwarding of a definite 

didactic purpose by exhibiting characters and manners thought 

to be desirable of emulation, a mode common to the so-called 

"exemplary” or “sentimental" comedy,• The increase in popu¬ 

larity of this hind of play parallels in time the alteration 

In the treatment of the merchant, but there appears to be no 

definite, provable correlation between the two developments. 

In the two plays under consideration, however, the trends 

coalesce: many of the characteristic techniques of "exempla¬ 

ry" comedy appear In a setting distinctly favorable to the 

mercantile community. Nor is this- the only way the plays 

differ from comedies of the Restoration tradition. Wycherley, 

Congreve and their peers wrote their plays for a particular 

social group, the gentry and aristocracy, and characters from 

other classes rarely appear except as objects of satire. On 
36 

the other hand, in The Independent Patriot (1737), Francis 

Lynch attempts to write in a way appealing to all social 

groups, while Matthew Draper's play, The Spend-Thrift 
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(1731)s is clearly an 'exemplary" comedy written for the 

edification of the commercial class* Both plays represent a 

displacement of the Restoration tradition by comedies of a 

radically different character. 

The Independent Patriot is predominantly concerned with 

politics, in particular with the diesatisfaction characteristic 
38 

of this period in Walpole's England* Much of the satire in 

the plajr is directed toward Gpipeacre, "an old covetous 

Dissenter," who, though a trader in land, is not a real busi¬ 

nessman but a political agent* He possesses many of the mer¬ 

cantilist virtues. He is a sharp trader, diligent worker, 

and skilled investor who praises "industry and Oeconomy" (III, 

ii) because these traits contribute to his financial success. 

But he la also a slave to "Curs'd Avarice, . . .for the covet¬ 

ous Villain would sett his own Soul for Gold. . . (I,ii)." 

Although ho is not in a strict 3ense a representative of the 

trading classes, G-rlpeacre, by his allegiance to some of the 

mercantilist virtues, comes to appear as an exemplary merchant 

character. The commended desire for a legitimate profit is 

turned into the most blatant avarice to show the dangers in¬ 

herent in the tradesman's ethic, a didactic purpose reinforced 

by Gripeacre's recognition of his vices and decision to reform 

in Act V. 

The figure of Gripeacre as an image of the corruption of 

mercantilist traits is contrasted and heightened by the play's 

central character, Alderman Export, "a Merchant of London," 

who does not appear until Act V yet whose status and influence 
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affect the whole course of the action. Before his appearance 

the other characters speak of him with the utmost respect 

and praise his merit; for example, his nephew Barnwell ad¬ 

mires the seal, acumen and industry of his uncle (ll,ii). 

Devoted to the ideals of his trade, the merchant is portrayed 

as a man of great probity who can gaze down upon the petty 

follies of his contemporaries with a compassion that moti¬ 

vates a desire for reform. He speaks of Gripeacre as one 

who would ’’betray his Friend and his Country to satiate his ' 

Avarice. . «(V,iii).” His is- the voice of principle in the 

midst of corruption. Seemingly the only character aware of 

the rampant hypocrisy and intrigue in the society, he laments 

the passing of a staunchly moral age: ”0h’ dear, publick 

Virtue, whither art thou flown?” Assuming a tone of bitter 

irony, he mocks the present state of things: ’’But far be it 

from me, Sir, to arraign a modern, polite Gentleman of any¬ 

thing so obsolete as Virtue (V,iv).” At the end of the play, 

Alderman Export is overjoyed that the Enemies to publick and 

private Virtue Care0 put to shameful Flight. In a speech 

that Indicates her adherence to the principles of her hus¬ 

band’s class, the merchant’s wife resolves to abandon her 

fashionable tastes ”to make way for Piety, Huswif’ry, Oecono- 

my and ev’ry other female Virtue. , to ’’Avoid Extremes. . 

. and remember that conjugal Affection, Obedience, and a 

strict Observance of religious Duties are what endear us to 

Man, and render us worthy of Heav’n.” Alderman Export praises 

her resolutions and commends them to his daughter and to her 
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betrothed. Hence the theme of the comedy points the way 

for a return to virtue; no ordinary virtue either but the 

ideal formed by the major tenets of the mercantile ethic. 

The last play to be considered in this study, Matthew 

Draper’s The Spend-Thrift (1731), is the very antithesis 

of the Restoration tradition; it marks the return to the 

stage of comedies written specifically for the entertain¬ 

ment and edification of the commercial classes* Another 

rendering of the prodigal son theme, the play is in many 

respects like an exemplura; it would serve very well as an 

illustration of the ethical principles advocated by a 

Baxter or a Defoe* The prodigal is Young Spend-Thrift, 

who is "very wild and extravagant, but of a free, open 

generous Spirit.*." He is the son of Old Spend-Thrift, 

"formerly a rich Citizen of London, ... of a generous 

Disposition..." Since his father is believed to have been 

drowned in the West Indies, Young Spend-Thrift lacks the 

discipline and exemplary habits which it is implied his 

father would have provided. The early part of the play 

is composed of a series of incidents designed to show 

just how far gone In prodigality and vice the young man 

is. Having squandered his father’s resources, he is re¬ 

duced to penuriousness yet he haughtily objects when 

another merchant advises him to "turn your Head to Busi¬ 

ness (ll,ii)." Unable to consummate his engagement with 

Jenny, his beloved, he beats another suitor, the son of 

Alderman Tawdry (II,v), and is prosecuted for abusing 
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“the Son and Heir, of a worthy Alderman of the City of 

London. . . .11 Finally, hounded by creditors and pursued 

by the bailiffs, Young Spend-Thrift is in a state of the 

utmost desperation. In a scene of passionate soul-searching 

(IV,vi), he laments the v/retchednoss and corruption of his 

condition: 

' Tis in vain to re-call yesterday! tomorrow and every 
day must encrease my Misery - it’s fit it shoud'd 
be so, I deserve it all - like a Dog I ought to 
crawl upon all Four, and never look Man in the 
Face - the Thoughts of being scorn'd and despis'd! 
. * . The Misery, that Youth bring upon them¬ 
selves! Our headstrong Passions, give us no leave 
to cool, no room for Thought till surrounded with 
Difficulties, we are plung'd in Despair. 

The sudden appearance of a link-boy brings the realisation 

that a road to, recovery is yet open: 

Wherein is this Wretch worse than me? I call him 
Varlet, and. use him ill - for what? for attempting 
to get his Bread!- And what Privilege have I to- 
do this? My Dress is better, are my Actions better? 
I fear not, I-Ie never wasted Thirty Thousand Pounds; 
but industriously makes use of such Means to support 
Life, as Providence has put in his power - What to 
do, or where to go - 

(Musing 

The answer to his final query soon becomes obvious. Reform 

involves a return to a life governed by the mercantile ethic 

where frugality replaces extravagance, and industry idleness. 

To aid the process the old father returns to supply additional 

incentives. Painfully aware of his misdeeds in the presence 

of one who represents the antithesis of his former behavior, 

Young Spend-Thrift is utterly contrite (V,xii). But his 

father, a merchant of honor and distinction, takes him in 

hand to guide his return to the paths of mercantilist virtue. 
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Nov; a "prodigal reform'd (V,:-:vi)," Young Spend-Thrift is 

able to accept Jenny "with the utmost Humility,, being not 

worthy ,of the least of these many Blessings that surround 

me (V,:orii)*" 

The obvious didacticism of the play is. intensified 

by a contrast similar to the one noted earlier in The 

Independent Patriot. The portrait of Old Spend-Thrift is 

joined with that of Careful, the diligent and prosperous 

father of Jenny, to form an image of the benevolent, mag¬ 

nanimous merchant who is a living testament to the efficacy 

of the mercantilist ethic. The intrinsic merit of the two 

merchants is emphasized by the contrast with Muckworm, a 

citizen "of a covetoiis, griping .Disposition, not scrupling 

to grow rich at any Rate." Like Gripeacre, Muckworm com¬ 

mends the principles of the successful trader to his acquain¬ 

tance. In speaking of credit he says, "l love your punctual 

Men; I always am punctual myself; there's no doing Business 

without it. . .(III,ii)." Punctuality is a virtue reserved 

to "us Citizens," He is an industrious man: "I labour 

hard for a little, Sir, there’s but little got by honest 

industry, it's sufficient, if we can get Bread, Sir.' these 

times, , . We must not think to live by Idleness now-a-days.. 

. . Man was born to Labour, . . .for if we idle away the 

Summer of our Youth; ought we not like Drones to starve in 

the Winter? (III,iv)" His praise of the economic ethics of 

his class notwithstanding, Muckworm is revealed as a usurer 

(III, i) and a stock-jobber (V,ix), whose substitution of 
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covetousness for frugality leads ultimately to bankruptcy 

(V, ix). Thus the ploy may be seen as a rendering in dra¬ 

ma, tic form of the Aristotelian criteria for a virtuous existence 

adjusted, as it were, to the requirements of early eighteenth 

century mercantilism. In fulfilling the morality pattern, 

Young Spend-Thrift represents the excess of the virtue of 

frugality, prodigality, while Muckworm stands for the de¬ 

ficiency, avariciousness. The two merchants, Old Spend-Thrift 

and Careful, are given characteristics which are the mean 

between these extremes, and their way of life is recommended 

by the dramatist as the most desirable for emulation. 

It is now apparent that instead of going to the play¬ 

house to hoar himself abused as he would have in an earlier 

day, the tradesman in the third decade of the eighteenth 

century could expect not only fair treatment of his class 

on the stage, but also instructions for the better conduct 

of his economic and moral life. This study has by no means 

meant to imply that comedies of the Restoration canon which 

ridiculed the mercantile community disappeared suddenly from 

the theaters. On the contrary, the performance data recorded 
39 40 

by Allardyce Nicoll, and the studies of Emmett L, Avery, 

make abundantly clear the continued popularity of such plays. 

Montague Summers has noted that one of the most thorough¬ 

going of the cuckolding plays, Edward Ravenscroft1s The 

London Cuckolds (1681), '‘maintained its popularity for a 

full hundred years,” being performed during the period of 
41 

this study in 1706, 1709, 1721, and 1738. This study 
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has sought to show, however, that the conventional attitude 

of hostility toward the merchants was modified and finally 

displaced in new plays appearing between 1693 and 1737. It 

has been shown that Professor Loftis* conclusions about the 

change in the social assumptions of the comic playwights 

:iay be extended to include their treatment of the major 

tenets of the mercantilist ethic. Whatever the consequences 

for the dramatic quality of comedy, the tradesman’s day in 

the theater had arrived. 
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